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t S Introduction
n . ,

,.., , - .

i

./

The a1 in this report is ,presented in three puts 4
and organized An A way that was considered to maximize its use- f .

'fulness to the junior and community ..ollege reader. , .

,,i, ./.

'
A

First is material on the 'background'of the institute, -

showing h w it was.conceptualized and how it was planned.

Second a summary of various ideas which were suggeste
by the diferen instructors brought in fo; the idstpitute, and
which may be usef L.to community colleges. These are organized

''\.

by content and not an ording to the order in which they.,
occurred. .

/
.

Third is a summary o each session pregented in the. .

chronological ordek in whicht,the sessions were held. Each
.

instructor was askpd to write, a Ommary of the material he pre-

when the session in question,was a discussio or some other,
sented. When the instructorAid not provide a summary or

kind of presentation, that did not lend itself ,to this kind of
summary, the Direlor summarized thd transcription ,of the
session.

Throughout the material,' emphasis is given to teaching the
lowincome and minority student. However, as pakticipants

_

dis vered over and over, what was good tedching.pr the low
income student, was helpful to all students.

I

Background and Goals of the Institute

x'

Delgado College

This institute grew but of the joint concern of the
Directoi and of belgado College administratidn and faculty. AS
a social work educator, the, Director had special concern with .

minority and low income individuals and how these Could be
helped educationally. Delgado had a long history increasing
involvement with this group of students. Out of this joint
Concern came a decision to atteEpt to help this kind of student
by assisting their teachers in Eheir teaching roles., Delgado
teachers were very much interested in this kind of learning.
Many Delgado faculty had come from low income and minority
families and knew from their own experiences the problems of
this group of students.

Founded as the Isaac Delgado Central Trades School in the
City, of.New-Orleans on a 57 acre campus adjacent to City Park,
what, is now DggadoJunior College was named for its generous
,ben6factor who, in 1890 bequested to theiaity the residue of his
estate to establish the school and prOvide for its growth.

I,

1 1
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Funds contribUtedrby the State 6epartment of Education and,

various prOgrams.of'the Federal Government have aided Delgado
through the zears: - .

.

In 1960 the school's"name wes changed to Delgado Trades
and Techni.cal Institute, and technical junicir college courses
were implemented. AssEiciate degrees were awarded fpr the' first
time, to graduates in 1960. The following year a Vocational
Rehabilitation Center was opened on the campus providing job
evaluation and services to ,the handicapped.

. / t

By action of the Louisiana State Legislature in 1366,
Delgado Junior College was recognized and approved as a pilot
junior college for the State of Louisiana. In'1970, Delgado
,Junior College,wai transferred from the C4ty. of New Orleans to
the Louisiana Stite Bqard of Education. .1

. As a trade and teche icai schC5ol, Delgado agceptedl"drop.
outs" from other schools. When it became Delgado 'Trades an5

f Technical Institute it.continuedkaa open door policy, As it
moved to become a community college, it continued.to concern
itsglf with admitting students who had no other place to go.
Its,minimum tuitiop payments which were frequently waived or
pfovided for by various kinds of scholarship aids, attracted
more and more low income students, and students frdn minolty,
groups. 1

. .

At the time this institute was in progress,. the students
at Delgado College numbered about 4,700. Approximateily 25 per
gent of these were black and about 35 per cent came ftom
families with incomes of less than $6,000. During the lasts,
three years the ;lumber of students grew about 5DNper cent frbm
3,4p0 po 4,700. The number of faculty increased From 111 to
149t'

r

1

The unique position of Delgado Junior College in Louisiana
s the only - junior college in the state, and the consequent llck
f comparable institetions with whom its personnel could discuss
ommon problems, caused it to think of itself as a developing

institution. The fully integrated racia" character of the
student body and faculty and its belief that what its faculty
could learn about teaching, low income students would be of value
to-similar colleges in the south led Delgado to attempt to take
a leadership role among developing institutions and thus provide
a prototype for other junior colleges who might want to develop
institutes of this type. .

Goals of the Institute

The overall goal of the institute Was threefold:

First, it sought to learn pore about the educatignal need-s
pf,low income students by discus'sion with the students them-
selves and with teacher's who had experience in teaching them;
second, it sought to train teachers in handling the educational
needs of these students so that they could improve their own
teaching and help train others; third, it proposed to evaluate
the effectiveness of this program,so that a report could be
written that other'juniorg and cp-munity colleges could use in
planning and carrying'oue similar programs.
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'For two reasons, an early decision was made that the

institute would cover a year rather that.' a sunvner,.or shorter
time. First, faCulty believed that teechers.could_participate
better in an insti te, while thqy were in the midst of day. by
day problems of teach students ftom,low income families and
minority, groups. Ever day experiences would,thus suggest
content for institute discussions. Second, by having the
institute during the period ,While they mere teaching rather than.
.during the summer,participants.c6Uld immdaiately test out and
apply to, their classroom situations what they were learning.
4 00. , , 4 .,, ....

Thq repOrt of .this institute was imlpectexthot'omly to
assist other junior and community colleges in planning and
carrying ou',-. similar institute but also was expected to
stimulate, other institutes at elgado Junior College It was
believed, that specific additi nal.needs would be brought out by,
this institute. Part of'the nstitute content was planned to be

(
intellectual, as teacherd rea ned how to Meet the educational
needs of low, income and minori y'students; part was to
be attitudinal as teachers le ned to discuss their own -1

attitudes and the attitudes of others to this kind of student
and to interact with the lour income and minority students whb .....

, participated in the institute.
: ..

Selection of Inetitute Participants,
V4

N.'
In accordance with plans outlined ip the grant proposal

0.0,4 funded by the Office of Education, no prestructuring of the..
knstitute,program was attempted by the Director or any of the
Delgado faculty. Ihstead, the twenty Delgado faculty, tfie.five
DelgSdo students fromOow income and minority faAllies, and the
five representatives trom the low income and minority.communi-
ties who made up the participants of the institute met for a
-week in August, 1970, to, identrf.aajor needs and content on
which the institute was'to be base

In accord with plans for tha institute, an invitation was
sent out only toTelgado faculty. From those who indicated
interest, the twenty faculty for whom stipends were bddgeted
from institute funds were selected., Students from Delgado were
selected in a similar fashion by inviting e number of low
income and minority students and selecting five who expressed
interest. Five persons from the low income community were

a obtained through various community agencies.

The twenty faculty who were selected included both older
faculty with tenure, who had been with the college for some
time and whose paitions put them in formal and informal leader-
ship roles, and younger faculty who represented "new blood" to
Delgado. Select4on of faculty for the,institute was aimed at
establishing.a group representing various levels of education
and different disciplines. The group included persons who had
been with Delgadogollege before.it had become a community
college and those ho had come in oply within the last year or
two. _Attitudes about minority students and about low income
families ranged from conservative to liberal. Some persons were
included. whose teaching duties were limited but whose other

1
duties bfought them into contact with students from low income
and minority families. Others were selected because of their

7
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. leaprship position in the College with the idea"that,they woulcil
.

. in-turn pass :on theii learning to other teachers and thus
multiply the effect of the institute. -

.

Eatulty were Invited by means. of a brothure (See Appendix
A). Sixty -seven brochures were sent out 'describing the
institute, The same number a applications were sent out in

. responsd.to the inquiries received and forty, completed applica-
, .tions were returned. Thirty-feur applicants were then offered

-admission and of these 29 leplied positively.
.

!' - *

%That the actual.groupemet the selection criterimiN
.

mentioned abOve-can bd seen in the following tabular presenta-
ft

. tion of teachers name and background. .
,... 0-

e
,

,
A

Q
4 ' a

RARTICIPANT Teething Specialty Years of Years Highest
or Other Function Teaching at Begreqr-

,. i
Experience Delgado

, .

Dr: Newton
Grant

,Mr John
Canerday

Miss Barbard
Scott

4

Mr. Benjamin
Ploger

Mr. T. J.
Bethune

Dr. A. P.
Cziarrusso

Mathematics
I*

ie4111 .

Ir
,

Secretarial StudiesStudies 10'

Fine Arts 40

Financial Aid,
Placement Officer

e.'N.7

Education and Public (:/"--
Services 25

15 .4 E d.D

31 3 BS

Mrs. Shirley-Counselor & General
Brown Education

Mr. John,
DiAul2in

Caro'ine
Nicholls

Chester
,Frederic

William A.
Gill, Jr.

William
Panter '

Mary Ruth
Holleman

Fred
Donaldson

Cornelia
Rathke

Harwood
Brown

Sle

Automotive Mechanics

Social Worker

7 MRE

MFA

4 ps

22 Ed.D.

, At'

10 7 MS

21/2 11/2 MSW

2 .M.td"

MA

.5 5 M.Ed.

Machinist Laboratories 15

Administrator, Inii.t.i.ruticnal
Studies & Develdloment 15

Social Science

15

10 5

3 MS
'Adult Busipess
Community ServIces

3,9

. -
Distributive Education 6 6 A.S.

SAEnglish

Business
Administration

25

6

5 -4 41. MBA
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PARTICIPANT Teaching Specialty Years, of Years Highest
or Other Function Teaching at Degree.

Experience Delgado

4,

Donald ,.

i

Eppling . Mathematics A il 31:r BS
.

. .

John ,Asst. Dean, Student
,

.

`

Kane , Services \ 15 ,11 M.Ed.

Evans SuperviSor'Of Building , High
Bistes Maintenance 4 17 'School

'.. . Diploma
.

. 3 .

% 1.'l,- .
.

Other junior and.communitY colleges who wish to try this
kind of institute may not wish to limit it to their own faculty. 1
There is no reason that it need be soqimite, though bringing
in persons from more than one institution could complicate .

apply the learning achieved, though the problems of low
income students are similar from ochre college to another, /S.

different settings could have differentprob4.ems dealing with
. them. 'Am imPoitant reaSom for limiting this institute to Delgado
Junior College was because part of the institute was aimed'at
applying what was beli.ng learned directly to Del ado.ado.

Students and community residents who wer selected as
representatives of low income families and sodio-economically
deprived areas were selected on the basis of their intelligence,
leadership within their peer group, and 0. an attempt to provide
diversity of vie point. All of the original five students did
not stay with the group during the entire year because some
graduated, and others dropped out and transferred, but as,one
student left. another student was selectedms a replacement. Two
of the students, Jo4eph Bonomolo and Katherine:Schmldt, remained
with the group during the entiri year and made pignificant con-
tributiods to,bOth the selection of -topics and to the
discussions.

Representatives of the student body and representatives of
. the socio-economically deprived community areas and their

organizational affiliation, if any, were as follows;

PARTICIPANT

Joseph Bonomo18

Kathleen Schmigt

Gkyle Bellizam

Mrs. Susie Beard

Mrs. SAIrley Daniels

Mr. a. 3. Oetiege

Mrs.'Helen Johnson

Student or ,:-.' Organizdtional 4

Community Representative'Affiliation `.."

Student Delgado Jr. College /4

Student Delgado Jr. -College

Student ---Delgarinlar_collagp

Community Representatialit ModelCities V
Community Representative Model Cities t%).

CoAmunitY Representative Xavier University
4 /

Community Representative Model Cities

I.

is 9

4

1
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,CHAPTER II . . %

..

.

"PLANNING THE INSTITUTE ,

. . .% IntrodueflOn
. ,

, .

The intensivework for. a week during August,.1970, with
participaRts was, aimed at helping theta work together as 'a.grobp
as well as having the goal of selecting. content for the two '

sessions. each month for the following nine months for which
/ fudds were available..

,.., 1

! s

.

. .
. In'preparation for these meeti3ik, iin August, the Disector.
had prepa;ed some material abOut the prbbems of low income
students. 'This included .4,t h_rbliography about their background
and educational problems. (tee*Appendix,B for ails apd other :m ,..

. bibliographies).
'.., . .

1

S The original gidnt request `tied included a two weeefperiod
. in August for these planning sessions. ActiAtyaas to include

a survey of needs of other faculty not participating in the
institute, a questionnaire -to students abqut valet they saw 'ps
faculty-needs, and Oke deve/opMent of plans"tp recruit'more low
income.ktudents. Because funds received were less than request-
ed, however, plansmere modified and these activities were not
included in these August sessions.
still believe these activities would
instiilute that othet community college

rIf.at.eIPossiblt recommend their incl

4

incldded, the.igstitute can of course be carried o
them as this one was, and these activities may. be
separately on their own. /h fact, Delgado has beg
cipate in a compensatori, program to prepare for co
mately 100 "high risk students" (those from loW in
and deprived socio-economic backgrounds who have
.school records). This was funded under, the Office
GraneNumber 6BNIH 69-2775 with Delgada, working as

acplty at Delgado,, however,,
d strength,to a sirWar
might want to pled, and

ibn. If they cam of be 4
ut,without
carded out
un to 'perti-
lege approxi-
ome families
or high ,

of Education
part.of a,

consortium of other.junior colleges.

,EKsept for the bibliographical material, and a very
minimum structure fonihe first week, the institute leader
deliberately ayoided a directive role. After planning the con-,
tent described below, the group decided that experts from
various content areas would be brought in for twice monthly
bessiOns. Further agreement was-reached that the first half of '

each day would be spent in a presentation by the consultant or
instructor, while the second half of each day was to be.sfent in
discussion ohow the content could-be applied to Delgado.%
While this ex ct delineption of time was not followed in every
session, it was used 'in general and' participants considered it a..
helpfop part.of rho plan . P

The twice month sessions were scheduled from September,
1970, through May, 19 , on the second Friday and the second
Saturday of each month,after the faculty and students indicated
this caused least disruption in their schedules. Thistsrpedule
was adhered to elcpept when an instructor or consultant...Fail/I not
meet with the faculty at the specifies time. Faculty were

.6

a
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granted compensatory time l'or the Saturdays they spent in the
institute sessions. An evaluation and summary session led by the
Director was held early in June, 1971.

The last four weeks of the institute were set aside for
evaluation of the.puccess of the project /and writing this final
report. As additional sixty(days was later requested and
obtained from the granting agency to prdwide for time for
completing this material, and reproducing it for dissemination
to other colleges.

The Physical Setting and Outline or the Planning Week

The institute began with a meeting lasting froM August 3,
1970, through August 7, 1970, with all participants present. In

accord with the original plan for the institute, this first week
was kept as unstructured as possible. It seems likely that this

tone set in the first week carried forward to the rest of the
institute for whatever helpful or hindering effect this may have
had.

- The physical setting of the institute was arranged with the
idea of maximizing group interaction and when this setting was
found to be successful it was continued throughout the year. It

..is reported ih detail in the eiient other colleges wish to
duplicate it.

All of the group sat in a large room with four long tables
(each about 15 feel long) arranged in the form of a hollow square
so that each participant could face each of the.others. Since
the group understood that both the content discuised and the
method of carrying on this institute was something that other
community colleges would want to know about, they agreed to have
all materials tape recorded and transcribed. A cardioid micro-
phone was.set up in the center of each of the long tables. These
microphones were connected to a mHrophone mixer whichwas set up
`fin a table in the center of the hollow square. From the mixer
the input ran into a Wolensak tape recorder which was op the
same table. The recorder speed was 3 3 /Winches per second.
Once the Media technician had adjusted the microphones add mixer
for)the needs of the group it was not necessary that someone be
in constant attendance. The use of 7 inch tape reels meant tfiat
the two sides of two tapes were enough for a day-long discussion.
The fidelity of this recording system was excellent and it was
rare when a Contribution of any of the participants was not '

iheluded in the transcription.

Thereis no evidence that the recording of material
inhibited the discussion in any way; in fact those who read the
transcription or listened to the tapes considered the discussion

. to be spontaneous. The unstructured nature of the first weeks
discussion carried over into succeeding weeks, and if the
discussion lacked anyth'Ing,.it was direction and structure rather
than spontaneity.

The Director began the institute by explaining the basis on
which the participants had been selected, why certain students
had been chosen, and why persons from the community were present.
SoliCitation of contributions frbm all was pade and the
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expectation that everyone would attend even,: session wets
mentioned. The interest of the group in the institute is
supported by the fact that attendance during this first wee.. was
almost perfect, except for a few absences that were excused.

Ire At various times during this first week of the institute,
the Director provided some literature for participants to read
that related to low income students. This plan was followed
partly because the Directee did not know just wnat the partici-
pants would bring to the institute and partly to provide some
common background for discussion. From the discussion during

4 the first day or two, it appeare4 that some participants read
this material carefully while others read it less thoroughly.
Copies of the book "Educationally Disadvantaged Students in
Social Work Education" were made available to all participants
in thg institute. Thii-,had come to the attention of the
director in his rule as social work educatox, and appearedgo be
more applicable to junior college teaching than most of the
literature he had encountered on low income students, which
appeared to apply to primary and second4y schools.

During June and July of 19,70, in preparation for the
institute the Director, had completed a wide review of the
literature on students from low income famiiit.a, and during this
August week, as questions were .raised on particular topics, he

. provided abstracts of various artLoles to the participants.
Abstracts, lather ttian the articles, themselves were used because
the unstructured and unplanned nature of the institute made it
impossible to plan ahead of,timd what should be read and to get
authors' permission pfior to the institute for reprnduction of
their articles.

.1:71 The Director suggested that the group th-nk about looking
at low income students in terms of knowing them (who they wire),
understanding thee (what were their'prablems), and teaching them.,

/The first day was used by th group. to develop an outline
to be Pollowkd during the first _w . They decided to discuss

- four topic.s aid set aside-approxi ttely one day to each. Sane
of U:e topics, however. overlapp some extent and required
mrp or less than a day's.time. These topics were as follows:

1. What is meant by a low income student or one from a
, minority. i

. .2P What are thetgoals to be sought foe this kind of
L student?
2;

3. What are the problems in the background of the 16.4
income student? .

'4. What are some suggested solutiont to thqpe problems?

The fifth day was allocated to planning for the 18 sessions
to be held twice a month from September, 970, to May, 1971.

During the week, as the participantsment through the above
topics, the discussion did not necessarily proceed in the orderly
fashion shown in this repOrt. The'writer has combined materiar
from various sessions during this period and summarized.much of
it. '

.
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t, Characteristics of Low Income or Minority Students ,

. - ,-.00. . .t '19 4,
The.fixst xtay'a discugsion of what was meant by a "low 1,03.

,. income or minority strident" helped the.group to. focus on the
type of student they. would be discussing: Questions which were

4t, raishe and answered during the first day included some -al thq
:41.4.. t' e011PW.ng: Is this a homogenous group of students? *How are

they alike arid how different? What are the obseryed c)".aracter-.
. stics.of this kind of student.? How do these students differ

ilrom students who comp from other. socio-economic-backgrdunds
....0 but oan be expected to have trouble in learning? How can tf)e
4, studedts who are likely to have the most problems be separated,
t from those who are likely to be successful? What are the signs
..of'Omotional problems as compared to ihpealectuWones? What '..`

seems to ma4e for difficufties in adjistment to the school ._i
-

cUlture byvthesestudente?., ., . . '

e n,. The participants answered these questions by eeidingthat,._ ,

...1 law inConle.snd minority students were far from be g all alike
.

and that they probably were as-varied yn charact istics as any . .

bother group of students. Participants' ayieekth t.some students
'would probably have many of the characteristics daorsibed beldw
while otherg4had only some of these characteristics. Further,
Vlete were remarks that the current situation -of a studeht did
not necessarily insure he w-0 not educationally, disadvantaged.

.. For example, the families of-some middle or'high income students
might now be earning more than those of low income studentg, but 1

= during the students' former, years these students might have been
. in a low income family; or at the time a student entered Delgado
Junior College.he might be living with both parents while '4

earlier he lived with a brother or sister,or only one parent. v
, . . , .

Within tkiese limitwparticipants agreed to focus on the
-;,1, students who came from a family with low income, a student who

had been depriyed of the kind of culture and values to which the
average junior college tkr community college student had been
exposed.- It 4a6 agreed that the description agreed on applied

s- to hoth.black and white students, but probably to more blacks
. than whites. (At the time of this institute DeXgado Ju for

College had about 25 per cent black Students. Other,m orities 4
such as Cubans, Puerto Ricans and so forth probably ma e up*lebs
than 1 per cent of the population).

. ..

. .
. .

torments from the participants described the student with
whom .this ihStiUute was concerned as follows; .

, I

1. Astudent who has not been "educate&
i

to the 'Orel
that aoUld,be expectedeeven though he or she might have

' graduated Er& high school. , N
,

.

Xhe group believed that gaps in knowledge were associated
with the fact that these students often had shown a higher
absenteeism rate than other studen s in qther high schools.
Despite their generally good motiv ion to stay in college, this:
absenteeism sometime -continued beca se these students' economic

. situation required,WAt they work while going to college. ,

. Experience showed further that these student p had often gone to
6 olOer schools in.poofer,neighborhoods where teachers ha heavier

/work loads. The heavier work load of the teachers and t e more
frequent,behavior problems in the classrooms in these schools

4
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all meant that these Students ha
. instructional "")

obably ryeceived less

2.' These students knew less about life ds weta as about

of thd majofity than other students. I-

school than other students. They.knew `less about
1

. .

3. These students had a mere limited vocabulary than
other students and therefore had problems in reading and in
talking with others. This was combined with less facility
with numbers and'quantitative concepts. Further, the group
Agteed that these students had not learned to listen.

e'..t. .
A ...

. .
e .

4: though the literature about this kind of student
indicated that many had a negative attitude to education,. the
del,gado'faculty disagreed that this was Characteristic of -

Delgado studeDtd. In fact, participants,commented on the
difference between the aspiration of these students and their
ability. Many, of these students appeared highly motivated to
complete,college, though this mo4vation was 'Considered to be a
praeticaljone. The participants agreed that this kind of.
student wit]} which this institute was concerned tended to learn
because ef practical reasonsand not because ef a liking or

4 knowledge for its own,sake, These tudents'feeling about educa-
tion was considered, to be, related to a difference in values from

4 ' the average student. These students were seen to be "present",
.oriented" rather thdn future oriented," and.Aanting to set and
reach immediate%goals;katker than long term ones.

)/ 0
5. -All agreed that these students had a low or at most a .0*

moderate amount of self confidence, though.many tended to hide
_behibd a facade qt:449w it all" behavior.

6. The group noted that these students had problems with
abstract thinking although many appeared to be above average in
solving practical concrete problems. : .

p

9.7
All agreed that therecwas no reason to belieye these

students had less boteptial forNlearning than other students.
Al): agreed that although thege were many problems in measuring
*their ability their beside intelligenFe appeared to be as good as
other students.

8.. In many cases these student§ were observed to have
racked one or both parents so they lacked pakental models. In
many cases the teachers believed that it was necessary for they
teacher to serve as a parental model for these. students.

0

Goals to be Set for Low Ipcome and Minority Students

The participants rather quickly agreed that the goals for
the low income student should be the same as for'any other
student. The student members of this group were particularly

' definite about this indicating that it was a disservice to
t

f4students to permit em to pass elass.Wqrk that t ey did not
know, since this would influence their ability. o hold jobs.

" Further discussion, however, led to the decisio that while the.
ultimate goal'would be the same for all students, for low income
students an intermediate7 goal might be different.

, Go

lei

"lo
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For example, an intermediate goal for the low income'
student might be to build confidence rather than to provide
substantive knowledge. Other intermediate goals might be to
teach him or her to take notes or how to use the'library. In
attempting to help the student reach these goals it was agreed

1 that it,:was important to maximize successes and help the student%

e

build corgence, but this must be done in a way that did not
give'fal onfidence.

Further., the group agreed that to reach the same goals,
each, student might require a different amount of time. For

) these Students as a group more time might be required than for
the, group of students who are not from low income and minority
families. This latter emphasis on the use of time'as a
variable while the learning to be achieved remained constant was
to become one of the important themes of the institute.

Problems in the Background of Students Influencing
_

Their Educational Progresd
.

-
.

.

.All participants .in the institute believed that the chief
problem of these students was financial. There was considerable
discussion of,this issue with cursions into educational
problems created by the'financ71 ones. .

.

. i

Although financing was available to Delgado students in
the form of work-study. plans, grants, and loans, the person
handling these loans felt that students did not make use of
resources as effectively as they bight. .Student members of the
group concurred with this belief. Despite publicity from
teachers and others about resources available, studenU reported
that many of their friends did not appearto know what aid was
available. A difficulty about the work study plan'was that it
paid somewhat less than students could earn in the community.
While some participants thought students wdrked less.hhrd at
work study jobs than in the community( nevertheless the more
aggressive students appeared to select 36bs in the community
rather than work study. Studentialso appeared to react
negatively to the personal questions about their finances that
were required for them to qualify for financial aid, SOme
students were reported as not knowing the answers to some
questions that were asted such as family income or savings,
Others could not see why they had to answer these questions if
they were going to work for the aid received. Student members
of the group raised the question why family situationsshofild
be a deciding factor in who worked, especially for older students.
If these students were delivering work equal to the pay they
received, why did they have to,loe givenhe job on the basis of
need? Students reported that some fell students seemed
suspicious of loans that could be arranged for them, possibly
because they had come from a culture where loans exposed them
to "loan sharks," they were'thus reluctant to ask for loans.

The need for students to work, either at work study jobs
in the college, or in the community, was noted to bring on
secondary problems. A relatively large number of "sleepers" was
reported in class. Many of the teachers thought some students
worked from.5:00 pm to 2:00 am and then trued to attend college
during the day. Those whose work permitted them to get home at

i3
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reasonable hours often had too short a time for-homework,
,particularly home work that reqpired many.hourspf drill.

4
After firiancial ones, problems with families.Were 'con-

sidered to be the next most important source of educational;
difficulty. Ttiere was discussion of students who could not `get
help froM their Parent's 4th their lessons because they were
already further along in school than theirparentsil other
who parents' attitude to edmcatiqn tended to reduce or ate
student%motivatio9. 'In some cases, parents were said to be
enrolled in some of the federal training programs not because
they expected to get a job tut because of the money they were
being paid for training, and this had a negative effect on the
students' attitude to learning. Participants agreed that
community resources ore inadequate to help, with personal and
social problems of the families of these students.

Specific educational problems arising out of these back-
ground problems had been discussed when the group was debidiag
what was, meant by disadvantaged, students. The group then mo'ed
into a discussion of possible solutions to ,these problems and
areas about which they wanted more knowledge, and spent the last
two days on these issues. i

Suggested Solutions for Low Income Students'
-Educational ProhleMs

As in any Unstructured and breative discussion, the group
did not move smoothly to the suggestions listed below. The
organization is one worked tout,by the writer with to help of
the group during the.last day of the August meetings. Most
suggested s.plutions represented ideas that the participants
wanted to know more about and were used as a'framewOrk for
planning, for the 18 sessions from September through May. Othec,_
ideas whiCh were brought out, btitwhi,ch the group decided not to
pursue are mentioned because they may be of uset% other
colleges who wish to carry out similar institutes.

The general framework emphasized by the group consisted of
scheduling sessions first on those problems and suggested
solutions that they. believed needed to be diScussed early in the
semester. From these they moved to general ideas fok dealing
with problems of the low income students, ana then more specific
teaching aides:.

The participants asked that the first two sessions be
devoted to topidsttlat were related to. their immediate concern
about students in September. They hoped to learn, some things

ithat would'hblp to solve these problems for low income and
minority students. for the 1970-171 school year. These were
"physical problems of the low income student" and "how to plan
an orientation for low income students." Vacuity hoped the
former topic might help them to develOp a health screening
program and that the latter would help them imgrove their
orientation plans for September 1970. The latter was- achieved;
the former was not. However, a faculty committee began work on
a health screening program which is expected to be ready
shortly.

.1.6
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Outlihe for-the-Eighteen Session's

40'
-

Topics for tyhe eighteen sessions annhe order in which
they were discussedjogether wita the Principal instructors or
,consultants were as follows:

September - Session 1: emblems that Lou Income and Minority
Students Bring to College, Including
Both Physical and Educational Disa-
bilities. Rene' Members: Mr:WarMn

'1 McKenna, Director, University Health
Service, Xavier University, NewOrleanSt:
Louisiana; Dr. Gene Hassinger, Medical
Director, New 'Orleans Publi.eSchopl
SysieM; Panel Moderator: 1:11is.* Mae

Charlton, Eat Jefferson Mental Health
Clidac, Metairie, Louisiana

Session 2: Hc4o Orient,and Intrbduce Low Income
and Minority Students to College Life.,
Panel' Members.: Dr. Robert C. Gowdy,
Assistant Dean,,, Junior Division,
Louisiana State UniversiO, New Orleans,
La.; Mr. Elias Williams, Dean of Men,
Xavier University, New. Orleans, and
pr. James E. White, Jr., Director of
Freshman Studies, Southern University,
New Orleans, La.,

October -

6

Session 1: General Educational Problems of Lgvi
Income add Minority Students Found at
Other Colleges and Methods of Dealing
with.These. Instructor: Dr. Walter
Ehlers, Professor of Social Work,.
P orida State University, 'Tallahasqee,

ride

gessitn

[

2: Teacer-Student RelationshipsAand the
USe'of Self by the Teacher as an Aid in
Meeting Learning Problems of Low Income
and.Minoirty Students. Instructor: Mr.
LArry Pool, Lecturer; School 6f Social
Work, Florida State' University,
Tallahassee, Florida

Novembei- Session 1: The Meaning and Interpretation of
Standardized Tests for Low Income and
Minority Students; Tests That Teachers.
Can Use Themselves in Class. Instruct-
tors: Dr. Moh.amed J. Shaik, Director,
Division of Education, Xavier University,
New Orleans, Louisiana; Dr. Wesley Jay
Hansche, Psychology Depaktment, Tulane
University, New-Orleans, Lbuisiana

Sessi : Haddling Practical Class Problems of Low
Income and Minority Students, such as
Diffidlalties in 'ollowing Directions,
Lack of Skills, Student AttitUdes to
Learning, etc. Instructor: Dr. Melvin

17
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Gfuwel,l, Director, Center-for Teacher
EducaVion, Tulane Uni44rsity,'New
Orleans, Louisiana

December,- Session 1: ,Fiereditary and Environmental Influences
Affecting Learning of Low Income and
Minority Students; Suggestions for
Dealing with These Based on Empirical

-a
Repeateh. Instructor: Dr. Alvin
Bertrand, Department of Sociology,
Louisiana State University, Baton
Rouge, Louisiana

Session 2: Generalized Discussion of the Relation
between Objectives and Remedial Work for
Low Ificome and Minority Students,
Instructor: Dr. LoUis Barrilleaux,
Assidtant Director, Center for Teack4r
Education, Tulane'UniverSity, New

0 Orleans, Louisiana-

- January - \Session 1; specificbiscussion of HOw to Fotmulate
Objectives in. Behavioral Terms for Itow
Income and Minbrity Students. ,Instruc-
torl Dr. Maurice Dutton, ;Associates for
,Research-in Business, EducatiOA, and
1Computeks

'

n 2: Selecting,Le#rniAg Experiences. and
Compensatory-or Remedial. Work that Fits

e \ objectives Sets for LoW Income and.

"1
Minority Students. Instructor: Dr.-

4
.\ Maurice Dutton, AssocAtes for Research

in Business-, Educatioh, and Computers

February - Session 1: Use of Educational:Media and Resources l-

for Audio - Visual Aids for, LoW Indome
... % and Minority Students. Instructor: Mr.

o William J.,,Quinley, Director, Media
CehtereFlorida State University,
Tallahassee, Florida

Session 2: Mid-Point Planning and Evaluation Led
by Dr. Harris K. Goldstein, Project

r

Director.'t t
. . .

March - Session 1: Instructional /nnovation and a Special
Compensatory.EduCition Program.
Instructor: Dr. Caiol Zion, Special
Assistant to the VicePresident,
Miami-Dade Junior College ,

Session 2: Problems And Soluations in Meeting the
Needs of Low Income and Minority
Students at Malcolm X Junior College,
Chicago, Illinois. Instructor: Hr.
Floyd DuBois, Director Counseling
Services, Malcolm X Junidr College

, i8
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April - Session 1: Improving Teaching Skills and'Tech-
niques for Low Income and Minority
Students. Instructor: Dr: Laura TrAy-

.

wick, University of South Carolina.
-

Session 2: Teacher Evaluation Utilizing a System of
Interaction Analysis. Instructor: Dr.

O LauraTraywick; University of South*
Carolina

May Session 1: Federally Financed Programs Aimed at
Helping '1,9w Income andMinority Students
and Sensitizing Educators. Instructor:

1 Mr. Donald'Peterson, City College of
San Francisco

4

June Session 1: Final Evalu'tion and Summation led by
Di. Harris I . Goldstein, Prejept
Director

Other Topics Not/Covered

SOme topics about, which some faculty expressed interes t.
but which werenot included because they were hot supported by

othe majority are listed in rder of the extent of faculty
interest. '

4

a '

What can be done by teachers or counselors to reduce the
`problem in families of.-sudents?

Should a plan be made for meetings with parents or for
someone to go into ,the home?, (Some of the facUlty believed.that
a plan should be made for.the latiet.)

' ''

How can faculty differentiate between the stRdeqtwhg,is
going to have educational problems because of backqcodhd factors
previously mentioned, and a student who is going to have
difficulty because of limited intekleciudi potential, severe
emotional probleMs, or otherwise?

'

How can faculty deal with student problems with drugs?
(This included a. request for information on symptoms caused by
drugs and educational information to be given students about
drugs.)

Topics suggested by the director but which Delgado
teachers did not feel they wanted to discuss because faculty did
not feel were educational problems at Delgado:

How to handle disruption or anti-social behavior in class ?,.

How to handle student rejection.of low income students?

Prior-to lecturing and leading discussions, instructors
were asked to submit outlines of content they planned to cover.
'SimiliarrY., they were asked to make available to the group,
prior to their session the names of any books and references
they planned to use. Because participants wanted material they
could use in the classroom, they Asked that content cover only
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what theory was essential pp application.
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CHAPTER III

SUMMARY.
,

- .

The content of the institute has 6e n summarized under
thrge headings:1 . . .

.
- .

1. Underitanding problems the ow income and minority
student brings 'to college. including physical and

.
., psychological problems and cultural background;

2. Improving teaching methods with this type blf student;

3. ;Finovative and special programs to help this type If
\- student.

Problems and Background

Sociological studies show that low income and minority
studentS frequently have a fatalistic approach to life that is
almost a helplessness, Om overreaction to the,present so that
the deferiing of gains is difficult for them, a tendency to
authoritarianismiwith employers, and with their families, and a
tendency to think in concrete.terms. Remedies suggested to
teachers Were.to help Yed,uce "role inadequacy".cand "role
boredom" by,either to ring demands and helping students to mole
at th4r own pace or,* increasing.demand as aleCessary. "Role
frustration" could be limited by providing work that the
student has the fabilities to handle and "role. ambivalence" by
calling to students' attention their own ambivalent attitudes
and suggesting solutions. The importance of using-'relations
with significant others, perhaps former student's from low income
and minority groups who were successful, as role models for 1)

students was mentioned as a way of stimulating students to break
away from some of the limiting factors from cultural influences.
(Session 1)

Physical examinations of this kind of student have shown
many health problems and more problems than,other students
particularly in the area of respiratory disease, obesity, and
oral ill health. Their medical Care has usually beeir4erisis
oriented and thus they, need hplp in learning, to use health amid
disease preventing progiams. The recommended physical creening
program for these students should include a physical exam, chest
x-ray., blood serology for syphilis, skin test for tuberculosis,
and hearing and eye examinations. Because few students have had
private physicians, some other arrangements must be made through
community resources for physical examination. (Session 1)

1
The material in this summary does not necessarily follow

. the order in which the material was presented to the partici-
* pants. The order of the material presented to participants was

ne&ssarily InfluenCed by times, various speakers were available. '

To help-the reader find further details on topics that follow,
. the number of the session to which the material refers is

mentioned in parentheses at the end of the reference.
17
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The low income and minority student, because he has been
exposed to much more limited aspects of life enters college
with limited khowledge of what is ected. Tfie orientation for
this kind of student should thus pro ..de not only peer and
faculty help at entrance but some continuing assistance aldng
.compensatory lines. At. entrance they can be helped to /earn
about the campds and its resources and the requirements of
school, but at least a one semester course should be planned to
help them adjust to college life and to help fill in some of the
gaps they have because of their limitedtackground. This
semester's work can cover such topics as financial aid, student
organizations, university rules and regulations,:how to take
notes, how te use the library, development of a vocabul(ry and
study skills, dispussion of college customs and dress,.and
information on drags, alcoholism, selective service, sex educa-
tion, current issues, and present day problems. (Session 2)

Studie s have shown thAt this kind of student like othe
.. students often tends to be influenced towards success or fail re

by what isdexpected of him or her. The teacher can help
students bitter if he or she thinks of two sources of learning
problems, those within the student, which relate to the student's'
feeling of pride, confidence, self identity and so forth and
those external to the student having to do with gOod hoesing,
meaningful jobs And so forth. It was agreed that teachers could
modify the external environment, 30 terms of what infldences
came _from the college itself, ad&could help reduce problems
from the internal environment by their attitude to students.
(Session 3) ,

. .

Psychological tests can nOasurp,Eeasonably well what low
. income and minority students know, less well what they are
interested in, and probably only poorly what the students are
and what they may become. Tests with these students may be used
in Ewo ways: to learn how, the student fits in with college
norms or as educational diagnostic aids. In the former sense,
their use is limited because the low income and minority
student's background has been limited by his culture so that his
Pest scores are likely to be low. and not a reflection of his
general ability. In-the latter sense, as diagnostic aids,

' however, tests can help the student understand his areas of
weakness,and,..can show his response to compensatory courses.
The experts who presented the material on tests cautioned against
using.tests to guide student decisions about whether students
should ent college but suggested they could be used helpfully
to guide stu ents within the college. (Session 5)

Suggesti ns were made that teachers try to focus on
student's strengths and make a conscious use of self as an agent
to reinforce these strengths. Teachers were urged to go out to
withdrawn or quiet students (who were often ignored because they

e
caused no trouble). Repeafedly, teachers were asked to permit
udents.to work at their on pace,to evaluate their own
tivitles, And to, modify their own behavior,so that they could

get the kind of student behavior which they were seeking.
Specific reinforcement of desirable behavior, for example, a
statement "you gave very specific examples today and',phis helped
the rest of the class" is one way to reinforce desirable student

dobehavior. Rol laying was also suggested as a way of changing
students' att tudes to each other. (Session 4)

i e
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Impre*.ng Teaching Methods for This Type of Student .

t

.

In.developing teacbing,methods for low income and minority
=students, teachers phould.build on student's strengths such as
strength in group relationships, willingness to accept early
responsibility, less supceptaility,to prestige and.statu0
factors, being physically and visually oriented for learning,
and having few established learning pAtternS so that few
patterns need to be changed Learning,strategies should move
from concrete to abqtra4, re use of rein(orcement of more
than one sensory input, and provide a -rate of exi)osure that.fits
in with the student's learning rate. Dividing tfte class into
sub-groups on the basis of diagnostic testing, breaking down

. learning i to small pieces and offering satisfaction and reward

help these tudents. (Session' 6)
for comple ion of each piece were general principles_ said to

. , .1
Both remedial and compensatory Irk and the usual program

fo low incope and minority students s ould be guided by

objectives, it particularly mportayt for these students to
students from other.other backgrounds

$ imay.learp
to cove with ambiguous

)

specific behavioral objectives that are set for them. While

have objectives which are specific and stated in behavioral
terms that student s can understand. The suggestion was made
that teachers think of learning as influenced by three dimen-
sions, cognitive, affective, and psyqhomotor. SeV6ing objec-
tives in behavioral terms. serves two purpoqes; one can tell by .

means of diagnostic tests whether students had reached these
objectives and if not, analyze whether cognitive, affective, or
psyhomotor factors were influencing lack of progress; one could
then use objectives to revise 'nstructional material or change
teaching techniques to. meet st ents' needs. In too many
courses the degree to which st is reach the objectives was
set not by the objectives them elves but by the amount of time
allocated to the course. At the end of this time the student
either passed or failed with consequent possible damage'to his
self concept. By permitting students to completeithe course'at
the speed best for each, all or almost all of the students
should be able to reach course objectiayes which were properly
stated and properly taught. (Session'a)

In permitting students to move at their own pace to reach
behaviorally stated objectives, one encounters the problem of
fitting this in to the current college structure. Suggestion
was made that enough time be provided for the slowest student to
reach the objectives, while at the same time stimulation and
additional work was offered to other students who could move
faster. The next course could then be sectioned at two levels,
one for those who had met minimum objectives and one for those
who had gone further. L4cause learning can take place without a
teacher, the tpacher can assist most by structuring situations
for planned change and by encouraging and supporting the
learner. Using words like "understanding,' "knowing,""appre-
ciating" were given as examples of poorly stated objectives.
BAter and more behaviorally stated objectives were ones like
"identify the difference between" "construct a " or

"compare and contrast and ; ." (Sessions-TT-10)

Educational media has been found especially helpful to low
income and minority students' learning because its Ilse provides

;23
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more than.one mode of present tion and comes closest to provid-
ing

.
lIndividualized instruction. .3he overhead projector which

permits fadUlty to face the class and make use of both visual ,,,,

and auditory presentations at the same time is considered one 1 '

permit st dent to move at their own pace, tt repeat material
of thebei types of media. Audio cassettes and work bookt

when they need it, and m4, be coordinated with Visual pregenta-
tions on selected subjects. Students can operate these devices
on their own. Self testing devices can be added so that the
stUdent can guide his progress by how much he has already

clearned. When supplemented 4y an instruCtor who can answer
students' questions, this reaarded material comes close to
being an ideal learning situation for the low income and
minority student. The audio visual material can also bp Used
for this type of student to reduce cultural gaps as the student
can loOk at and listen to travel logs and presentations on art
and music as well'as content 6f his courses), (Session 11) ..,

5) A balanced design for learning requires that teachers not
.

' onl use media but various teaching techniques, one-to-one
activities, small group and large group activities and so forth'

f . Material Should be multi-level, multi -area, and mhlti-media.
Teachers should use discussion, exploration, and qiiati9ning.
Some techniques which teachers can use involve role playing (to
warm up the group, to communicate a problem or to change
attitudes)., round table discussion, panel discussion, buzz

,

groups (where a specific pioblem is discussed,for a limited .

4/ time), and brain storming (when no idea is criticized and ,where_
empqasis is on quantity). (Session 15)

The teacher interested in improving his or her teaching
will continually evaluate the tigb,ching process. This includes
dot only a study of whether students have reached objectives
and some assessment of the problems in the student but also some
concurrent assessment of the process of teaching itself. There
are several methods by which the teacher may obtain an analysis
of his or her own teaching procebtes. Most of these involve
recording the teaching on tape and playing it back and analyzing
the play-back. Another method is, to have one or more colleagues
sit in class and record the analysis. Various conceptual

' categories can be used in this analysis, including description
of what the teacher does such as, accepts feeling, praises,
accepts students' ideas, asks questions, lectures, gives direc-
tion, and so forth. 'Other categories can be used to show what
students did, that is whether they responded to teachers or
other students. This analysis often reveals patterns in the
teacher's operation about which he or she is not aware but
which one can use to improve student learning. (Session 16)

Innovative and Special Programs for Low Income and
Minority Students

In planning innovatiup. programs, enough time must be given
to work these out. Experience indicates this probably takes
three years, with the -first year carry $J out a general idea,
,the second year providing some refineMeW)and the third yeAr
being for polishing. Evaluation should/ofcourse be continued
throughout the program. Innovative programs should raise
questions about many of the current.standards and how realistic

ey,1
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*..1.these aret For example:
.

is it a real standard tb require a
student in secretarial scienc to be able to read her own short

.?
hand notes rather than requir' g that the teacher should be able
to read them? One must decid how much english a student who
will be a fireman or nurse should learn, of how much arithmetic
is necessary for a girl who will be operating a cash register. `- *a
when the machine does the subtraction for hk. Helping students
to take responsibility in various ways has been found helpful.
Given objectives stated. in behavioral terms, low income and
minority students have b n ablse to.grade themselves. This is
particularly helpful in in reasing their ability to deal wit4
reality. Some other innova 've devices along these lines sr!'
the use of "guest cards" whey' a student is permitted to sit ih
a class as a guest. This perml s him.to seep tilt content, and
decide whether he thinks he can andle it. Use of modulai units
of short duration (4 - 6 weeks) p mits students to repeat
courses almost immediately when the have had trouble passing
them rather than having to wait p qua ter or semester until the
course is taught again. Laboratory me ods of teaching courses
like english and mathematics combined wi considerable
counseling by professional persons has he ed to reduce drop out
and failure rates. With low income and min ity students the
first three weeks of each quarter appear to be the critics?.
period. (Session 13)

,Other(innovative programs are related to qempensatory
courdks, supportive services, culturally related courses, and
employment of students when they have completed their work:
Experience has shown thatstudents can learn basic skills like
eAtlish in "carrier" courses like social science and history.
More study of this kind of use for other courses is needed.
Compensatory courses appear to have been most successful when
no students are permitted to fail. When a student does not
meet the objectives he can be given an incomplete trade thereby
helping to improve his self concept. Peer counseling can
provide him information about college life and various resources
of the campus and assist particularly those students from .

deprived cultural,backgroundS. Community counselors or persons
who live in the student's neighborhood have been used to help
learn why students may be absent or appear to have particular
troubles in school. They., often know about students' familial
and financial situations. Ode way to reduce frustration of low
income and minority. students is to help with financial problems,
provide peer and group counseling and help find jobs after the
student graduates. (Session 14 A

Questions which have en rased in innovative programs
are such as the following: at is there.about,the physical
properties of a classroom which makes it a sacred place to
learn? Can students learn better elsewhere, for example, in the
community? How can students learn best from other students?
Can students help by becoming more active in desitning,courses
for other students? New programs now being developed Can place
emphasis on being student centered and student created and
student controlled as much as possible. One can help the.
student become involved.in new. intgrest areas, and help him see
some of the realities of the life situation. Student evaluation
of teaching is an important aspect of this kind of planning'.
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Having mobile counseling units which can go tO the potential
studentyor drop out is one way of helping students enter and
continue in college. (Session 17) .
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iv'

COLLEGE ENTRANCE PROBLEMS AMID METHODS OF,DEALING
WITH THEML

: ;

Session 1
-

An Example of a Health Screening Program
Warren McKenna, B.S.

. .

. .

t
r, Xavier has found that there are a number of health

.-

' problems among. their atudents-that necessitate the university's
own health screening program, even though students may have had

4 4
prior health ag..ipening before admission. This id carried out
as followt., .., .. ... .

.

1%, A report of a physical examination from the family
doctor is required and the student iNreguested to supplement
this by a family )health history.

2. A chest x-ray and serology for syphilis is completed
at the Univers4y by the State Health Department.

3. tvery student gets a 'hearing examination by means of a
audiometer and an eye 4aminatiOn (telebinocular evaluation).
The audiometer has proven its value as a guide in making.speCial
arrangements for students.with-subnormal hearing, determining

. EV fitness of a Candidate for a particular activity and as a
Zdflignpstic aid. Referrals are.made for.ototcopic examinations
Nhen ,Indicated. The Keystone Visual-Survey tests are binocular.
This grovides information on vision_ai both far points and near

4, pants and is particularly valuable, therefore in checking the
vision-of students. These findings are especially important,
of course, in vocational situations that make special demands
on student vision or hearing:

A. Students cannot register until they, get a health
`clearance card based on the above. ,

5. Students are brought back periodically for falow-up....,
If presdriptions are needed they are given these on the campus.

.4. Once a week students have a prophylactic dental
serVice. Every student must visit the dentist once in his
freshman year.

1The material for this session was presented at a panel
discpssion by two speakers: Mr. Warren McKenna, Director,
UoiverktY Health Canter Xavier University, New Orleans,
Louisiana (a predominantly black university), and Dr. Gene C.
Kissinger, Medical Director, New Orleans Public Schools System.
Mrs. Mae Charlton, of the East Jefferson Mental Health Clinic,
tKOairie, Louisiana (a suburb of New Orleans) served as g

moderator. '

23
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7. If the student needs psychiatric help, the University/e
provides for the first visit.

Financing is provided through a student health fee which
is part of the total student fee. Many physicians provide
voluntary services.

The function of the University Health Service,is to teach
the student to be concerned about his health, and how to take
care oif hiniself, as well as to identify problems that may
interfere with his college life. Thus Xavier sees the health
service as teaching prevention and health care even when the
student is not sick. Xav r believes that health education
must be individualized and ust not be carried out on a mass
basis because people misun rstand if they do not get a chance
to ask questions. Health insurance is not yet required but
they would like the.studentsto have this.
, -

DISCUSSION

Discussion brought out that the most often found health
problems have been respiratory ones, obesity, and oral ill

5

'Xavier definitely believes that low income students have
more health problems than other students. Those students in
Xavier's compensatory "SEEK" program from rural areas have had
more illness and have needed much more counseling with regard
to their attitude to health than other students.

Most needed now, according, to Xavier's futUre plans, is
Additional service on a 24 hour basis and an infirmary since
the only bed care now is two beds in one dormitory.

In reply to a question on the cost, the speaker indicated
that the student paya,$7.50 a semester. Doctors are all
volunteers. The state health department does the x-rays.

An Ideal Health Screening Program
Gene C. Hassinger, M.D.

In order to develop a program for health services in a
school setting, it is first necessary to define objectives,
develop a means of, implementation, and deterMine a metLad of
evaluating the total effectiveness of the program.

In a school where the majority of the students are from a
family in the low income bracket and of a minority race, it is
probably a valid assumption that very few,of the students have
had,a continuing source of medical care. For the most part,
an'y medical care 'that they have received has been crisis
oriented, rather than medical care directed at promoting health
and preventing disease.

Certainly any medical program is concerned with the total
wellbeing of the individual, but in an educational setting
particular emphasis is placed on discpvering defects that would
impair learning.4 Simply stated--a well child learns better.



A student should attain and maintain optimal physical and mental
health in order to maximize his educational opportunity.

With this ideal philosophy in mind,'we return to reality
in the form of budget limitations. A well-planned program can
return full value for the dollar spent. The design of the
medical forms to be used is the initial step in planning. The
medical history information and the details of the physical
examination may vary depending on the age of the students or the
reason for the examination.

The next decision is the determination of the person that
gill provide the required examination. In general, a student's
private doctor is best, suited for this task because he would be
familiar with the past history and would be in a position to
initiate any corrections necessary. However, as stated pre-
viously, low income families seldom have a primary physician
44ecting the health care of its members. Therefore, c*her
arrangements must be made for the examination of the students.
In some areas, community health services may be used, or a
physician maybe employed by the educational system. To be of
any value, the form completed'in this examination should not
just be filed, but should be reviewed by a health professional
who willassist the student in obtaining correction of any
defects noted.

Screening tests for vision and hearing are an integral
part of a school health program. Follow-up of those who fail
these tests is essential in aneducatio al system. .

Prevention and control of contag ous and infectious
diseases is.a.historical component o a schodl health program.
It is still important. Immunizations appropriate to the age of
the student should be required. Skin testing for tuberculosis
with follow -up of positive reactors should continue for, the
benefit of the individual student, as well as for the protection
,of his associates. Obviously, students with infectious or
contagious diseases should be excluded from school until the
danger of contagion is past. Someone must be given the
authority and responsibility for making decisions in these cases.

In addition to the provision of health services, an
educational, system, at any level, should equip the student with
a background of health knowledge sufficient for him to make
positive decisions for healthful living for the rest of his
life. This, of course, ",health education. Because knowledge
in the health field is changing rapidly and the techniques of
teaching it are improving, educators should constantly up-date
their material in this area.

The cooperation of many people from various disciplines is
essential for a well-planned, coordinated, and effective health
program in an educational setting.

DISCUSSION

Discussion of Dr. Hassinger's report brought out the
danger of fragmenting the student among the various health
specialists. The suggestion was made that someone develop a

v
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relationship with each student and help h m or her et, work on
his health problems. This could be a faculty adviser, faculty
counselor, pr an advanced student in the college who could
provide peei'hekp,. This person would help the student put
together what the various specialists had said, help the student
understand this material and thus develop a sound attitude to
health. If this was a peer counselor, some training would be
needed.

o

Further discussiOn brought out the need to know something
about the health resources in the community and the fact that
in some communities it might be mecessary to develop health '
resourpes before an adequate health screening program could
become operational. -

Participants in the institute believed that at Delgado
Junior College, as at most junior colleges, there was_e need for
a place where students with health problems could be referred:
At the time of thiS iristitute,belgado had no such resource.

The group recommended-that some of Delgado's problems
regarding health screening be handled by designating someone to
study the community resources and plan according to Dr.
Hassingges suggestions. It was believed that a committee
could be,appointed to do this and that possibly a grant could
be obtained to pay for expenses of this kind of study and
planning.

Session 2
2

ate.

Questions to be Asked in Codstructing An Orientation
Program3

Robert C. Goi/dy, Ph.D.

In an attempt to develop an orientation program, one must
first decide what the program is to be about. The following
questions must be answered;

1. For whom is the orientation program intended?

2. To what is the person being oriented?

3. What is the program supposed to do?

2The material for this session was presented by three
persons: Dr. Robert C. Gowdy Assistant Dean, Junior Division,
Louisiana State University,....N Orleans; Mr. Elias Williams,
Dean of Men,Xavier University, New Orleans; and Mr. James E.
White, Director of Freshmen Studies, Southern University, New ,

Orleans.
, . A

3Because of a failure of the tape recorder for this
session, Dr. Gowdy's material was not recorded'. .ye was "not able.
to reconstruct his material but submitted the material above as
an outline of his presentation.
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4. Whovis the staff to be?

5. What.means are to be employed?

6. Is the program accomplishing what it is supposed to?

Orientation at Xavier University
Ellas Williams, M.S.

The orientation program at Xavier is in three parts.< The
first part occurs before the students get to the campus, the
second, part is handled the first week on campus, and the-third
part continues throughout the first semester. Xavier believes
this program has worked for the benefit of both the University.
and the student. The University learns about the,students and
the students learn about the University..

Two steps are taken before the student arrives on campus.
First, the student IsCasked to write and send an,autobiography
to the University, Second,a group of sophomores are designated
as big brothers and big sisters, each 4eshman is assigned to
one of these and advised of this person's name. The student
often corresponds with the big brother or big sister before <

coming to the campus.

During the first week there are five aspects to the
orientation.

1. Large group assemblies are held during which maps and
direction and other signs on buiadings of the campus are
described, and campus personalities are introduced.,

Z. Student problems are discussed, including financial
aid. Over 80 per cent of the students at Xavier need some

3. A placement test ,in Ungligh is given.

4. An orientation by representatives of the Student
government is provided, with the idea of getting the student'
involved in campus and city affairs. '

5. Big brothers and big sisters help the students get
settled in the dormitory.,

During the first semester there Is a freshmen seminar.
Ten sectiOns.of small groups are set up. These sections discuss
how to,take notes, how to take examinations, how to use the

. library, and work on developing a vocabulary. There is some
lecture and some discussion. They, discuss social tustoms at
Xavier. There is no dress standard, bdt they discuss what is
generally worn. Occupational guidance is provided. Speakers
from industry are brought.in. Realities in the world of work
are discussed. Counseling is provided on selective service,
drugs, alcoholism and so forth without.moralizing.

-1;'1 41,
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Orientation at Southern University
'James E. White, Jr., M.A.

At Southern, orientation is teen as helping the student to
take a fresh look a himself, as well as helping the student
adjust to the comm city of the qcollage. Four hundred freshmen
entered in September and 150 in June of this last year. The
June group received a modified orientation. The orientation
this past.year had six.parts.

1. .Welcome by appropriate faculty members, including
introduction to the faculty and general information about
financial aid and the student handbook. This was through a
general lecture given All students.

2. A placement test in math and english'was given. On
the basis of these test scores the student was put in an honor
section, a.regular section, or a remedial section.

3. A mixer was held to promote social interaction.

4. An information program with parents was provided.
This, included those parents who responded to an invitation to
this program and included about 75 parents and perhaps 50
students.

5. Pre-registration advice was provided with *5 .counselors
serving 450 students.

6. Freshmen Orientation 110, a one semester course was
required of. all entering students. This course covers academic
standing, rules and regulations of the University, student

% organizations, library use, and current social problems, such
as drug abuse, unemployment, future of the black colleges and
so forth. Experts from New Orleans in these various subjects
are brought in for help in planning.

.Southern believes this plan needs modification and the
following suggestions have been made:

1. That the course should include more than the tradi-
tional orientation presentations, such as study skills,*Social
amenities, rules and regulation, use of books and library,
academic.preview, and career opportunities;

2. That the time alloted for orientation in the above
described areas be reduced;

3. That current issues and 'present day problems should be
included as an integral part of the total orientation program;

4. That more effective ways and means of studying for
each course should be taught by individual instructors with the
aim of reducing the large number of failures experienced by
students. Although excellent information has been given about
general study habits, there is a need for information regarding
how to study for specific disciplines and succeed in specific
icourses in each subject of each discipline.

A
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Suggested outcomes from the proposed chapges would be
to: %

1. Make this course more relevant to stuOnt interests,
needs, and abilities;

4t4
.2. 'Provide challenging experiendes which relate to tIte

problem of students' present day society;
'

7
3. Create an atmospAere of-,student self-reliance, sell-

assure:16e, and self-direction, and thus help to develo0
individual competeape in a contemporary society';,

4. Develop ways and means for perinitiing. students to
experience satisfaction, success, security;

.r.

5. Make provisions for planning ways and means titat,
would foster better comprehension, on the part of studentelor
mastery ofithe %emus academid programs.'

, S-

The proposed course'Outline for the new course is as
follaqs:

1. Class Period,I: Academic standakds

2. Class Period Ir: Rules and regulations

3. Class Period III: Student life and services- -
including student o'ganizations

4. Class Periods IV - Xi Familiarization with library
(7 sessions)

5. Class Periods X - XVI: Discussion of current social
issues (6 sessions) .

Large group lectures (All Freshmen)
. -

Small group discussions (sections)

It has been recommended:

1. That the course be offered on a "pass-fail" basis;

2. That thp course be offered for one hour credit;

3. That the course be offered during the fall semester,
only;:

4. Thlt ,there be a block of six Mondays (Using the
Science Lecture Hall) from 11:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon .for large
group discussions.

DISCUSSION

Discussion of this presentation by participants brought
out the following:
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At,Xavier, incoming freshmen students have a conference
with the counselor. One of the male counselors reads the
autobiography of male students and one of the female counselors
reads the autobiography of female students whitivis submitted
before the student comes to college. Each conference lasts as
long as necessary but usually a minimum of 10 - 15 minutes is
spent with.eaCh student.

All participants agreed that transfer students present a
special problem for the orientation sessioftand when the number
of these is large enough some plans should be, made for them.
Plans for transfer students probably need to be different from
those for beginning freshmen since they, have had some cbllege
experience, and the orientation should probably focus on the
particular college which they are entering rather than on
college life in general. The group of participants agreed that
something like this should be developed for Delgado and ds a
guide for developing this, students would be asked what they f
believed was-needed.

There was general agreement that students' attitude to
the orientation course would probably be improved if they
received a pas44g.grade for it simply by attending and if no
tests/were given. '` .

. A discussion whether personnel records on students should
be shared with faculty led the group to conclude that these
should be available if needed, but that faculty probably would
no nod want to see all their students' records routinely. Students

. should understand when they prepare these records that they will
be available to faculty.

'

The discussion for this session included considerable
thinking on how Delgado could develop an orientation program
of its own. The group believed that a talent show which pelgado
had'had-in the past could be uses as a'mixer fol. orientation.
Students could be asked whether they liked drama and music,, and
some could perform while others danced, talked, or watched.

A suggestion was made that a packet be prepared for
students who applied for admission and that a handbook be
prepared for students who -came to the college .for the fir.st
time. This could be given out at a qrOup orientation session
such as thatleld at Xavier. The participants liked the idea
of a preregistration period such as Xavier had and appeared to
settle on a two day period as appropriate to Dslgado's needs.

1:. It was agreed this preregistrition period should provide a
.summary of school facilities, courses students could take and
some of the terminology of college life. Much of this could Le
given in a large assembly.if it was followed by small group
meetings where students had a chance to ask questions and meet
individual faculty. The participants thought these small group
meetings could be focused on various content areas such as
english, business administration, etc. with students haVing an
opportunity to meet with more than one group to learn something
of the content and requirements of these various content areas.
After orientation week, the group believed that a one semester
orientation course should be scheduled that was similar to what
Xavier had.



CHAPTER V

GENERAL LEARNING PROBLEMS AND USE OF SELF

4"7 Session 3
p1/4.

Learning Problems of Disadvantaged Students 1
Walter Ehlers, D.S.W.

40

From the findings of some of khe authorities working in
the area of learning problems, we can learns not only what is
known, but also, the fallacies and myths that surround the
subject area.

The findings of the Coleman Report, 2 the Institute for
Developmental Studies,3 the Rosenthal, and Jacobson Study" and
some of my own observations regarding Project KnoW How in
Tallahassee 5 yrovide some data necessary for a better under-
standing of low income and minority students.

These summary reports of extensive studies must neces-
, parily'be overly terse and therefore will not deal with the
subtleties.

The COleman Report "Equality of Educational Opportunity,"
is a 737 page monograph that was commissiohed by the Office of .

Eduo4414en and completed by the Coleman team in 1966. It
immadrately bedame one of the most controversial piepes of
educational research of our time. However,, there is enough
supporting evidence in at least four areas so it can act as a

1
The material for this session is from a lecture and pre-

.

sentation,by Dr. Walter Ehlers, Professor of Social Work,
Florida State University,, Tallahassee, Florida. Dr. Ehlers
spoke from his: perspective as director ofa grant aimed at
special training of low income studpIts in the graduate school
by means of computer assisted instruction and'his work on
"Project Know How" aimed at upgrading the learning skills of
lOw inConle students, in Tallahassee, Florida.4 %

, 2 O'ames
Coleman, et. al., Equalityof Educational Oppor-

tunity, U.So Government ,Publication, 18bb. I
3'
Fred Powledge, To Change a Child, Chicago, Quadrangle

Bo(Sks,

4C;

4
Robert Roseniha d'ienore Jacobson, Pygmalion in the

Clasfrooml N. Y.;' Holt, Rinehart 6 Winston, Inc., 1968

5
Personal experience as a member of the research staff.

4
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1

guide for a better, understanding of and 'appreciation for
learning problems..

First, th Coleman Report showed that difficulties in
learning were related to being with classmates who also had
learning. problems, and often behavior problems As well.

SeCond, it .pointed out the fact that children learn most
from one another and that.this "informal curriculum" exerts a
very potent effect on the learner. For black children this
means that being in an environment in which reading and writing
are performed poorly results in even further depressing the

potentially better student. . .

Third, the report concluded that a child is influenced by
his-classmates'social class background and aspirations (whether
his classmateS are white or black.)

Fourth, after examining school to school differences
between the "best" and the "worst" schools, the report concluded
that )these differences apparently has less effect than were
usually believed and that, the major reasons fof unequal academic
achievement must lie outside the school.

This severely truncated version of the Coleman Report
cannot a4wer all the questions the reader may pose. 'A reading
of the fd8.1 report and perhaps one or more appraisals of the
document would be beneficial.6

A second major piece of pesearch on student learning was
done by the Institute for DevelopMental Studies.? Martin
Deutsch, Director of the Institute, is quoted as saying that the
parents of the disadvantaged are themselves distrustful of any-
thIFTIhat gbes on at a school setting.8 After seven years'of
work the Institute personnel believe that low income and
minority children can be helped, but with several qualifications.
For example, enrichment of the curriculum leads to impor.tant
gains, however, it is quite possible that early gains may be
lost unless special enrichment programs continue through at
least the first three elementary years.9 In another portion
a statement is made that "children who experience at least five
years of institute-enriched classes will maintain their
'superiority' on various measures of achievement."10

6See for example: Susan S: Stodolsky and Gerald Lesser,,
"Learning Patterns in the Disadvantaged," in Harvard Educationa
Review, Vol. 37, No. 4, 1967, pp. 546-593 and also: Christophe
TFF "A Reappraisal of the Most Controversial Educational
Document of Our Time," The New York Times Magazine, Aug. 10,
1969.

7
See: Fred Powledge, To Change a Child: A Report on the

Institute fornentaistudies, Chicago, Quadrangle Books,
1967.

9
Ibid., pp. 94-95.

9lbid, p. 97.
10Ibid, p. 108.
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common thread,in the Deutsch materW.,A.

students must be given a_chance to succeed!
istth the

id,

:
The need the

experience of sdccess. It is noteworthy that the194osenthal and
Jacobson study, although not directed to the same point, in
effect allowed students to succeed. By "suggesting" or point-
ing out that certain students were "ready to spurt" the
teachers actually made it possible for them to spurt: Much of
the low motivation of the disadvantaged may be attributed to
teachers who decide a. priori that "the cape is hopeless," thAt
neprogress may be expected, and then find that their predic-
tions are corrects

I

.
!

.
In respect to the work of Project Know How in Tallahassee,

one comment should be highlighted. In working with poor
children, both white and black, it was necessary to help them
"verbalize." Young college students acted as "verbalizers" and
\\stayed close to the children (age 11/2 to 3) for the morning
hours of the pre-School. This type of stimulation (as in The
-Institute for Developmental Studies) may be expected to prove
productive if continued on into the grade school.

With this background of facts from research in mind, the
teacher can think of two sources of learning problems. These
are the "interior" environment .(what goes on in the mind of the
student) which includes a feeling of priidee, confidence, self-
identity, motivation to learn,.and the exterior" environment
which tells the student what society thinks of him add hib
parents. This relates _to need for meanin ful 'obs, goo
hOUsin , dignity, and value as a person as we as civil
rig ts.

33

DISCUSSION

Discussion of this presentation led to the following:

Can teachers do mlything about the exterior environment?
The group agreed that the teacher could modify the exterior
environment as far as the college itself was concerned, and
could degl with the student in a way that it might modify his
feelings about himself. The importance of specifying objec-
tives, developing a method,to reach.each goal and of evaluating
whether the goals were reached was discussed in some detail.

The speaker suggested the Use of para professional or
older students to help younger ones as counselors. (At this
point the participants had some question about this plan;
however, by the final week of. the institute they appeared to
fin).t a sound approach and were very interested in trying it
at Ddlgado Junior College.)

The speaker discussed computer assisted instruction and
how this permitted the student to proceed at 'Ma own pace to
make up for gaps in his knowledge. The particip&nte'agreed
that gaps in knowledge of low income and minority students were
considerable, but this did not mean these students were
necessarily lets intelligent or able to learn.

0
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Session 4

Conscious Use of Self in Teaching the "High-Risk Student"
11

Larry D. Pool, M.S.W.

The student which this workshop has labeled as "low
income" or from a "minority group" can better be referred to as
the ':high-risk" student. The phrases low income and minority
force one into defining the conditions etc. which describe and
document a state of deficiedby. If caughtrup in this, the
teacher has committed the errors of focusing on weaknesses
rather than strengths, of raising doubts and uncertainties
rather than conveying expectations of adequacy and positive
expeiiences. Regardless of how weak a student may be, a
positive orientation toward him, at any educational level, care
identify the present stance of the student12 and to focus on
these strengths that can be identified.

Conscious use of self /dill require that teachers made a
decision as to which traits or behaviors of the student they
will begin to respond to. Teachers who are behaviorally
oriented will want to reinforce things which they want to see
increase in frequency (by conscious specific things the ,teacher

# says and/or does) recognizin* that those behaviors (statements,
acts) which are not reinforced will at the same time go through
a process known as extinction.

Some of the concepts for this session include: 1)teach-
ing attitudes effect learning, 2) there are positive and
negative teaching styles, 3), there are behaviors which should
be praised while others should be ignored,4) clear and specific
behavioral objectives should be a guide line to teachez rein -
forcement,5) there are certain patterning aspects of teaching
and 6) games and role playing may. be helpful in teaching.

Do teachers intervene or enter into a teacher-student
relationship at a level or in a fashion whereby the ()acorns, as
"felt by the student, is one of support and understanding? The
question here is pot so much as to the desired outcome but
whether or not the teacher takes initiative or places redponsi-
bility for teacher-student interaction on the shoulders of the

.student. pow much-Anitiative does the teacher take? What if a

11The material that follows is from a lecture and
discuss±on led by Mr. Larry Pool, Lecturer, School of Social
Welfare, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida, Mr,
Pool spoke from his background as consultant to the school
social work systems of Florida and neighboring states where he
had,often cliscussed this topic.

12By the phrase "to identify the present stance of the
student" is meant his attitude toward learning, his attitude
toward whether or not he will be given an honest chance to
express himself, etc. as well as his understanding of academic)
skillS he noes or doesn't possess.

r
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student seems to be avoiding the teacher? If the teacher
observes that a student is involved in a destructive or failure
oriented pattern of activities does the teacher have a respon-
sibility to get to know the student, to try to influence and
bring about a different activity pattern?

Some teachers may, feel junior college students are adults
who should he responsible for themselves, and that to succeed
or fail is thus completely up to the student. Not so! Teacher
attitude has been found through research to be a highly
important variable that influences students. .

In many instances what one expects greatly influences
whit one finds. Rosenthal and Jacobson in the text, Pygialion
In The Classroom" suggest that teacher expectation is a more
important infirience on the extent of the students' success in
learning than even the quality of materials being used. For
the qualified and creative teacher the students' previous lack
of academic success and the lack of available resources are at
worst only inconveniences, not barriers. Teachers who instruct
the high risk student must believe basically that the student
can learn and wants to learn,. Such teachers are interested in
supporting student success. Their concern is to avoid student
failure. s ,

One suggestion for helping .to Avoid studeht failure is to
allow a student to work at his own pace. Do not'routinely hold
every student to a semester or quarter schedule. Allow a
student to finish one-half of a course one quarter and the
second half the following quarter rather than having to repeat
the totaltcourse the second quarter. The.beginning, unsure,
hesitant student has thus been accomodated in a manner which has,
been receptive of his needs and interest. The teacher has
started where the student is and moved one step forward.

Rosenthal and Jacobson showed that students do well where
the teacher expects they will. Rosenthal reported after tests
that fiats performed far better when the experimenters were told
falsely that the rats had been specifically bred for intelli-
gence. After the tests the experimenters confirmed the fact
that this was true. Howevere the same rats consistently
turned in poor. performances when the experimenters had been told
that they were dull.

A similar test involving school children resulted in
similar findings. Randomly selected students in first and
second grades of a San Francisco elementary school made up the
research population. Teachers were told that these students
looked like real "comers" and that tests the students had
taken indicated strongly that these students would make signifi-
cant gains in their learning during this, school year. Rosenthal
believes that his test provided important evidence supporting
the common thesis that many students, particularily minority
group children, turn out dull because their teachers expect
them to be dull. In the case of the elementary children, the
teacher perceived these children as intelligent because they
expected to see intelligent behavior. .

13
Op. cited..
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Other studied have shown that when teachers are compared,

some are more .positive than othrs in the frequency with which
they positively reinforce student participation. In a paper by

Dr.',-Charles Madsen, "Rules, Praise and Ignore,"14 teachers were
found to be able to increase the frequency of their positive
responses to students once data had been collected which des-
cribed their present behavior for them. Although all the
teachers in his study perceived themselves as positive teachers

there. was a great difference in the frequency of their
responses when observed for 20 minute data collecting periods.,

Consistent with the above approach would be the fact that
if teacheup are going to praise students and (jive them
recognitioA for performance they will want to conscientioasly

=
identify those behaviors which they feel lead to success. In

other words what are those - things teachers want to see a
student doing over a period of time. The nexa step is ao take
every opportunity to be specific in commenting on what is
expected and clearly reinforcing this behavior as it is ex-

..
pressed by students. A Aeac4r wouldn't just say to a student,
"you .did. a great job in blass\today." What does that mean?
Instead, one,imight say to him, "ybu gave some very clear,
specific examples in class today. It was excellent the way yeti
asked a question of your classmate to get him to be mere
specific."

Interesting teaching techniques which can help the teacher

to increase ,interaction between students and to promote spon-

taneous verbal discussion are role playing and the use of

academic games. Role playing is when students act out what
they feel would be the behavior, attitudes and feelings of a
giyen person in a given situation. Discussion can involve the
-Student who has taken this role as well as those observing.
Gaming is the use of game rules, points and penalties to record
interaction between students or teams of students around'an
educational unit of learning, An excellent resource is the
book by Raser, Simulation and Society: An ExPloration of
Scientific Gaming In addition to dexeloping game theory he
provides many examples of gaming in use In educational settings

and includes an extensive bibliography which is helpful in
following up on some of the resources he mentions.

DISCUSSION

Questions from the group led to specific suggestions how

desirable behavior could be reinforced. The instructor pro- .

vided examples of what a teacher could say to a student. "I

appreciate the way you look at me when I am lectbring as it

helpsme to know whether you understand what I am sayitig," or

"the fact that you interact with one another is a good way to

learn." .

14Charles M. Madsen, Jr., "An Analysis of the Reinforcing

Function of Sit Down Commands," Unpublished paper, Florida State

Univarsity.

'15John Raser, "Simulation and Society, An Exploration of

Scientific Gaming," Allyn and Bacon, 1969.
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Participants raised some questions whether it was possible
to be as flexible as the speaker suggested and some pointed out
that they believed that ,it was necessary to be more structured
with the student to prepare him for the real world which they
considered to be less flexible. This was especially true among
the feachers,from the trade and technical school. The group
reacted positively to the point that the student should trust
the teacher. All agreed that the student behavior in the
classroom was a better indication of whether he needed help
than details about his background.

:
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CHAPTER VI

TESTIt FOR AND DEALING WITH SPECIFIC LEARNING DIFFICULTIES

Session 5

The Use Of Tests with Ainopily Groups,and/or the
Academically Disadvantaged
Mohammed J. Sheik: Ph.D.";

It is "not infrequent for a college, in an effort to
piovide maximum servicedto students, to develop a very
sqphisticatpd testing program. Besides serving the clientele,
the use of many and-varied types of instruments to evaluate
students tends Ipeclassify the institution among the
academically elite.

Before designing a testing program, however, the following
questions need to be answered:*

1. What trait or quality.is it that the institution
wishes to measure?

2. What is the composition of the group and/or
eX0e:rfentifil background of ,the perdons being
-evaluated?

3. In consideration of.the two foregoing questions, what
is a valid instrument for measuring the traits in
queitiqh?

A. What use will be made of the information obtained?

Individuals assigned the tasks of developing institutional
testing programs are usually aware of those traits which appear
to.be conducive to success at their particular college. Because
there are a vast number of commercially prepared instruments on
today's market, finding tests designedto measure these traits
is not a difficult job. When there is doubt about the value of
an instrument, much assistance can usually fie secured by reading
current evaluatory and research reports.

Probably the greatest probleme.alises when one compares
the sample of the population on which these tests were standard-
ized and the individualsor groups with whom we wish to use
them. Ip testing students from minority groups or academically
disadvantaged backgrounds, it is necessary to first learn

1
Thi

if
.-

s mater41 Kesented by two speakers, Dr. Mohammed
J. Shaik, Direct ot of4h Division of Education, Xavier Univer-
sity, New Orleans, Louis aria, and Dr. Wesley Jay Hansche,
Psychology Department, Tulane University, New Orleans,
Louisiana. - .
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something about the social, economic, and cultural environments
of the individuals before trying to evaluate their academic
level or potential. In order for testing programs to contain
some measure of validity, they must be geared to the experien-
tial badkground of the individuals being tested.

Although a "test may have a high coefficient of validity
and reliability, it is often very inadequate when used for
testing students from minority'groupsy, There exists little
relationship between the individual experiences which-the
various test items are designed to measure and the life-styles
of,the individuals to be-evaluated. We then do these students
a further injustice wheffwe'evaluate them according to a set of
norms which are totally inappropriate for them.

Since tests are tools which should assist an institution
in more adequately performing its functions, when administered
to students from minority groups the use of the results should
be carefully considered. One could fairly well guess without
giving a test that these students do not meet the norms
established for the population in general.

What then is the philosophy of the college regarding the
education of students from minority groups and/or educationally
disadvantaged backgrounds? Does the institution use test
results far screening purposes, to empirically demonstrate that
these students do not belong there ail(' thus eliminate them? Or,
as a college, is it truly dedicated to a teaching function? Is
it -using tests to determine levels of academic achievement,
problematic areas, and strengths and weaknesses of students for
the purpose of implementing its program?

If a college is to accept minority and/or academically
disadvantaged students, it is necessary that its curriculum
deviate considerably from the status quo. It should reflect
remediation, individualization, and above all innovation.
Through its programs, the institution demonstrates acceptable
educ&tional pedagogy since it bUilds upon the students' present
level of development. Here, indeed, it performs a service since
the measure of a good school is not how competent the student
was yhen.he arrived but how he is evaluated when he leaves.

DISCUSSION

Questions to Dr. Sheik after his presentation brought out
the following:

Modern testing is about 50 years old and may be divided
i to three categories: aptitude, achievement, and personality
t sts. All tests are "fallible" but some more so than others.

Tests can Measure "reasonably well" what a person knows,
less well what he is interested in and only poorly what, he is
and what he may become. Thus interest tests are less accurate
than knowledge tests, and personality tests are less accurate
than either. All tests should be used in connection with other
measures.
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Further caution was given that in talking about tests one
should not talk about tests in general, but only about specific
kinds of tests for ,specific purposes.

The central purpose of tests are twofold i

A. To help the understand hims4f. Emphasis is
on helping him to understand and not coerceing him to do so.

B. To help educators make judgments about the students.t
'Tests give only inforhation and this informati#n must be
considered in accord with other information in making decisions.
Tests do not make decisions.

e

Because the college population Jess hmogeaeous as
compared to 20 years ago, testing may be less meaningful than
in the past. Tests are but samples of behaVi r, and subject to /l,

sampling errors. Test scores are influenced y innate ability ,.

and-by the exposure the individual has had.

../
Testing From the Institutional Point Of View as Opposed

to the Counseling Point of View2
Wesley Jay Hansche, h.D.

.

Dr. Hansche discussed differences in testing from the
institutional point of view as opposed to the counselind point'
of view. ,

/
From the counseling point of view, regardless,of whether

the score is high or low, the test score is used to plan some-
thing for the individual. He may be counseled toward or away
from something. Froth the institutional point of view, the test
score is used to plan for groups. In this case certain groups
are selected and others are .left out. /

/ 41

A4 missions testing is used to predict the probability that
A stadent will "get a C average." These are not IQ tests but
tests for scholastic ability. Each college has to decide which

- tests predict best for the population o students applying to
it.

.
,

The most common tests are called the ACT (American College
Test) and the CEEB (College Entrance Examination Boards); the
SCAT,(School and College Ability Zest) by ETS is also well
known. Each school must work out a probability estimate of the
like hood of the student completing college work, basing this
on certain tests and the student's grades, and thin decide

'which tests to use and a cut-off point for each test.
.

There are
.

various kinds of "usage" tests, such ,as an
english usage test, mathematics usage test, a social studies
test that measures evaluative reasoning, and a natural science
test that measures critical reasoning and problem solving in the

.

2Dr. Hansche did not provide a summary of his presentation.
Thus the material here is a summary by the Director of the
Institute from the tranbcription of the tape.
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natural sciences. All these were described as power tests where
the Student has as much time as he needs.

Dr. Hansche stressed that test scores must be interpreted
in the light of other material. Persons above any critical
score that was set as a cut-off point for admission to college
might be admitted on the basis of test results but for persons
below the critical score, one must find extenuating circum-
stances.'

critic
policy

S me of the Delgado faculty had questions about setting a
score and indicated it.conflicted with the open door

This led to a discussion of various policies on admission:

1. Open door policy where everyone was admitted;

2. 'Putting the applications in order by test scores or
some other criteria and dediding on a cut-off point.

SoML Delgado faculty members raised the question: why
should Delgado try to predict success if the college had an
open-dbor,policy. Discussion indicated that even with an open
door pond? tests could be used for educational diagnoses and_
planning the level of courses and curriculuM. The idea oausing,
testing diagnostically in this fashioh appeared to be a neUone
to Delgado faculty.

The SPeaker.pointed out that placing they student in a
remedial section might be treating the symptom but not the
cause of the trouble. Students with low scores could get help
from the counselor to find out why they scored low. All agreed
that it Was difficult for teachers to talk to students about
problems because of heavy work loads and because of students' ,

fears of committing themselves.

Some teachers believed tests could, be useful to guide
students away from certain content. .The faculty disagreed on
this. The speaker commented that he did not believe that
students' abilities were unrelated, that current testing theory
showed the abilities in different areas were related and that if
this was so, it was unlikely that students would have difficylty
or be unable to learn one subject and not another. hhile tre
might be some individual differences, much could be overcome if
the student proceeded at his own pace.

4
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Session 6

Handling Practical Classroom Problems of Low Income and
Minority Students such as Difficulties in Following
Directions, Lack of Skills, Attitude to Learning3

Melvin Gruwell, Ph.D. .

It is basic that all persons learn in the same way--
throdgh the senses.

used

is also basic that experience sharpens
the sense that is used in any given experience. The nerve
endings are brought together and patterns are formed.. Obviously
a lack Of experiences will create a situation so that when
compaked to,another individual who has had many varied
expeFience7, one concludes that a "disadvantaged" situation
exists.

,

Much has been written about,disadvantaged learners. Most
accounts include indications that they are:

1. Oriented to the physical and visual rather thanto
the aural;

2. Content-centered rather than form-centered;

3: Externally oriented rather than introspective;'

4. Problem-centered rather than abstract-centered;

'5. 'Inductive rather than deductive'reasoners;

6. Spatially oriented rather than temporally oriented;

7. Slow, ceirefui, patient and perserving in areas they
feel are important;

8. Inclined to communicate through actions rather ;than
wordi; 4

9. Deficient in auditory attention and interpretation
skills;

10. Oriented toward concrete application of what is
learned;

11. Short in attention span, experiencing difficulties
in following directions;

12. Having significant gat ls in knowledge and information,
with this tendency-to be cumulative;

13. Lacking experiences of receiving approval for success
in tasks.

3
,qx. Melvin Gruwell, Department o,f Education, Tulane

Dniversity,'New Orleans, Louisiana, presented this material.
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While these deficiencies are major, this kind of student
may have the following strengths:

1. Less sibling rivalry than in middle class families;

2. A tendency to haite a strong concern for the welfare of
others;

3. Less susceptibility to status and,prestige factors;

4. Accepting of responsibility at an early age;

5. Possessing superior coordination.and physical skills;

6. ,Being physically and visually oriented; t

7. Relating well to concrete experiences;

8. Having a lack of learning sets so that few patterns
will need to be altered.

4-
With these few basics a teacher can begin to organize the

teaching-learning experiences to provide a maximum use of the
senses. The approach to teaching-learning becomes
crucial.

Leakning strategies should be organized to capitalize on
moving from the concrete to the abstract.

Use non-verbal communication to motivate and stimulate
verbal responses, recognizing the fact that language usage is
learned and is refined through usage. Disregard the errors.
CoMpliment and reinforce the,correct responses. Recognize
that they understand more language than they use:

A number of factors are identified. 'Learning experiences
must be many and varied. Multi-approaches to a single learning
task may need to be used. Some critical elements are:

1. Self-concept;

2. Language;

3. Environment that cdunters learning experiences of the
school;

4 Lack of sensitivity to the teacher;

5. Limited school-community communication network;

6. Limited multi-culture experiences;

7. Wide di'Sparity between teacher expectation and
acceptance of students.

Uhder these conditions visual media can.play a great part'
in extending the vicarious learning and will utilize the visual-
oriented learning patterns of the student. Abstract explana-
tions have little meaning. No two low income or, minority
students will respond to exactly the same stimuli with the same
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intensity, thus teaching-learning papterns must be individualiz-
ed providing for a much slower rate of exposure. The rein-
forcement interval must be much shorter than usual and have a
.greater intensity.

DISCUSSION ,

The discussion after Dr. Gruwell's lecture brought out the
following points:

One of the better ways to improve learning of the low
income or minority student is to involve him in the decision
making processes of the institution. The sneaker. pointed out
that decisions are based on the substantive knowledge of the
student and that he can increase this substantive knowledge by
participating in decision making.

Another suggestion was to break down learning into pieces
and to reward progress on each piece. There appears to be more
adVantage for the low income student to carry out exercises in
class rather, than taking them"home where he may not only be
unable to get help, but may find that he is actually prevented
flop- working because of home conditions. In answer to a clues-
ticizi, the speaker indicated that some anxiety might be helpful
to students, but not so much that they cannot handle it. The
teacher might need to create some anxiety when it is not present -
and to reduce anxiety when it seems to interfere with learning.
The speaker further suggested that a class could be divided
into subgroups on the basis of some preissessment of the class.
He suggested that a test could be used for this purpose and that
even if the tests were not valid they tended to show relative
rank. He would then propose that the instructor try to deal
with these groups at different levels. The speaker believed
that a structure for learning should provide reinforcement such
as drills and class exercises and that this was better than a
permissive situation.

Schools should be like a real'life experience, with the
student participating in planning. Students who were going to
school and working at school-related jobs would probably be
meeting their "now" need for reinforcement. While work-study
appears to have been developed originally to provide students
with funds, it appears to have large secondary benefits in that
the student can see the applidebility or what he is learning.

Dr. Gruwell suggested that teachers might give a:compre-
hensive exam in the first or second week of the class and then
have frank discussions with the students on their reactions to .

their scores. He thought some students who did poorly on this
could be asked to drop the class and go into a "holding
structure: where they would get remedial or compensatory work.
Others could then move ahead with the class. The idea was to
separate those who .could complete a semester's work in the time
alloted from those who could not and to have the student partici-
pate.in this decision.

Students who scored high might be given a passing Oade and
could be exempted from the course or move.on to another course.

48



.It was agr,ed,thataetting top studeats geon and moving

disadvantaged student to a compensatory course reduced the
range of the course an made for better teaching.

.1
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i. CHAPTER VII

HEREDITARY AND ENVIRONMENTAL INFLUENCESCLiSS OBJECTIVES
ANb REMEDIAL WORK b

Session 7

Hereditary and Environmental Influences Affecting tfie
.Lea-.ling of-Low Income and Minority Student&

Alvin L. Bertrand, Ph.D.

The sociological approach to the study, of social problems,
whatever their nature;begins with the assumption that '"man
behavior is patterned and predictable, and therefore subject toy - \

study in the interest of change. Purthermore, all "social
interaction is seen as taking place within recognizable social'

structures, which havekan idealized component (culture) and a

concrete manifestation (social organization). Said another way,
'individuals are conditioned to behave in certain ways as a,
result of having participated in particularosocial systenii,

such.as families, gangs, schools, and communities. The
behavioral characteristics of so-called. low income and minority
persons must be explained and understood in this context.

Work with the low income and minority student, from the .

sociological viewpoint, calls for the following additional basic
insights:

\.

1. The behavior patterns which such a person has learned
°-Aare those 'necessary to survive in his environment, but they are

t usually inadequate for life and competition in a middle-class

,school ór :Occupational setting.

2. This makes it necessary to develop remedial programs
for-resocializing these individuals and at the same time calls
for particular strategie4 in the implementation of theCe ",

ff. programs,, such as speCially prepared teachers and counSelorg.

3. The expenditureoetime and effort on behalf of these
individuals is socially justifiable.in terms of increasing the

individual's potential for productivity and happiness, and
increasing the potential for achieving total sobietal goils'of

higher levelsof living and,of opportunity.

1This session was largely a ledture by Dr. Alvin L.
BefIlEand, Department of Sociology, Louisiana State University,
Baton,Rouge, Louiiana. Participants had originally' requested
that this material be scheduled earl er, but due to diefficulties

in scheduling it was changed to this 1 period. The material was
considered sufficiently valuable to arrant its use even though

presented later than planned..
.1
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In terms of specifics, the teacher or counselor who plans
to work with low income students must develop an appreciation
for and an understanding of their life styles and of the problem
of prejudice which they face. The primary indicators of the
life styles of the disadvantaged are:

-.1. their patterns df interaction--that is, mho the
persons are with whom they associate; the concepts of reference
groups and-significant others have relevance here;

2. the nature of their symbolic possessions--that is what
they seek in the way, of consumption items, including their
tendency toward immediate gratification;

.

3. the nature of their symbolic activitiessuch as what
they do for recreation, what gathering places they habitually
seek, and what,type of behavior has high prestige in their
evaluation.

..Studies of the above patterns tend to indicate that the
life styles of the low income students are characterized by
four distinctive themes:

1. fatalism which is manifested in a fierce feeling of
helplessness;

2. a orientation to the present, which makes it diffi-
cult to comprehend the value of saving or of deferring wishes
and desires;

3. a tendency toward authoritarianism, both in their
relations with employers and other classes, and in their conduct
in the home and among peer groups;

4. a tendency to'think and to comprehend in terms of 7
concreteness, ith abstract notions being difficult for them to
grasp.

The problems of prejudice which are inherent in the
intioduction of these students into a "normal" middle class
'educational et community setting eke those of social distance
and stereotyping. The former is indicated by obvious feelings
of discomfort in hocial relations. These feelings are inspired
by group differences in race, age, socio-economic status, etc.
and are reinforced by a fear of the reaction of one's primary
group associates. Stereotyping is Characterized by the use of
identities or labels to characterize a total group. These
terms are generally related to feelings ofosuperiority and '

hoitility.

The challenge to the teacher or administrator who works
with low income students is to help the latter develop new
self-concepts. This means helping them sOlve their role 4

problems such as frustration and inadequacy by providing them
with the proper social and occupational skills. The latter
must be accomplished without creating unrealistic expectations,
which have a potential for developing into crises of a personal
or group nature. This challenge does not represent an
impossible task. Studies have,shown th role-models, such as
teachers and counselors, can profoundly influence thotm with

t 4;
*41,
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whom they work and help even the most culturally deprived to4
achieve a sense of accomplishment and of belonging.

DISCUSSION

Most of his session was spent with Dr. Bertrand providing
the material above. However, the discussion brought out the
following points.

Sociology has some concepts which-can be used not only to
help the low income and minority student but also to serve as
models for change. The following are examples;

Role inadequacy occurs when an individual is asked to do
something and does not or cannot reach the norms for this
objective. This often leads to deviant behavior: One way to
deal, with this is to lower the demands of the role and thus
reduce frustration.

Role frustration differs from role, inadequacy in that the
student knows how to get the job done but does not have the
facilities available to him. For example, the student may have
a situation which requires looking up something in an encyclo-
pedia and he knows how to do this but does not have the
reference. The speaker pointed out that the answer to this is
not to make assignments for which students do not have
facilities Or that will frustrate them, or to obtain the
facilities before the assignments are made, so these would be
available.

Role ambivalence refers to situations where two reference
groups offer different ways of doing something. For example, a
student frOm a prejudiced home may be asked by his class whom
he'd like to work With, and will say no to a student from
another race. This puts him in a conflict situation since one
reference group, his family says no and another, his classmates
say yes. This could be handled by bringing this situation
consciously to the student's attention, and letting him see the
conflict so he can make a decision about what he wanted to do.

Role boredom refers to a situation where one group is
moying too fast for another. This could be handled by asking
the faster student to help the others or by dividing the
students into two groups so they can work at their own pace.

Another suggestion which resulted from the discussion was
to help the low income student find 'significant others." Thus,
he has someone that he can use as a model. It is best that this
be someone from his own group with whom ha..can identify.
Discussion here suggested that former Delgado students might be
brought back to talk to current students and become role models.

The speaker pointed out that the self-concept is as
strongly rooted in the family as in the individual. Some
families expect too much and some expect too little. ,This led
the discussion to how some group work with the family might
help if resources would permit lit.

a, t-c7fa
011.4
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Session 8

The Relationship Between Setting Educational Objectives and
Remedial Work for Low Income and Minority Students2

Louis Barrilleaux,'Ph.D.

Beyond the lack of general agreement on parposes, there is
a need to describe with specificity the minimal anticipated
outcomes of instructional programs. Without this precision,
neither the instructional program nor the student's progress can
be effectively evaluated. Some consequences:\ an amazing
tendency to defend almost any program because there is no
standard agaihst which to measure performance, and the charge
that most preparation programs are irrelevant since the estab-
lishment of appropriate outcomes has typically not been thought
through.

The ambiguity of projected instructional outcomes or
objectives adds to the problems of the learner from low income
and minority groups. %bile the affluent child may learn to cope

- with this ambiguity and his environment may permit him to make
necessary adaptations, the instructional disadvantagement of the
learner from the lower income and minority groups is simply
intensified whe here is a lack of a clear notion as to what
it is that he is supposed to be able to do as a result of
instruction.

Teachers of minority and-low income students have a/unique
need for instructional materials, and time to develop instruc-
tional programs baded on performance objectives an4 centered
about the following three dimensions of learning outcomes.

1. Cognitive--Selection of intelle6tual essentials and
the problems of establishing learning sequences.'

2. Affective--Unique problems and techniques in the
improvement of attitude toward learning.

. 3. Psychomotor--Problems and successful approaches in the
development of skills in vocational and technical fields.

Rather thin Instructing low income and minority groups at
an,asdumed level of competence, the establishment of performance
objectives and criterion-referenced evaluation peitmits the
instructor to diagnose and prescribe lndividually--a major
characteristic of a professional instructor.

DISCUSSION

Discussion brought out both addidonal*detaile related to
Dr. Barrilleaux' presentation and.some other materials. For
example, the cognitive dimension of learning was said to have

2The material for this session was presented by Dr. Louis
Barrilleaux, Assistant Director; Center for Teacher Education,
Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana.
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different levels ranging from the recall of facts to their
synthesis. The speaker also pointed out examples of behavioral
objectives and indicated that there were two kinds cf tests
that could be used for these. The first was the norm reference
test which was inappropriate in many instances.3 Discussion
revealed that the problem with this kind of test.was that it did
not provide a diagnosis of the student's educational needs.

The speaker rased the'question how many students needed
to,fail if placed in the proper group according to his ability,
that is, in a group according to an educational diagnosis of
the student's needs, and the group agreed that they did not
think any student should fail in such a situation. He then
discussed what he called the criterion reference test.

This4is a test of how well the student knows certain -
material. The major difference in this and the norm reference
test is in the use of results. A statement of course Objectives
would be a logical guidp for this criterion reference kind of
test. This kind of test, unlike the norm reference test, can
be used for a single individual. The speaker emphasized that
the criterion reference test was an important alternative.to the
norm reference test,

Course objectives were said to provide a gpide for pre-
paring criterion test items. Behavioral objectives co tain
action words like list, identify, construct, interpret. The
objectives should include the conditions under which th
behavior is carried out and the level of performance req ired.
Some examples of terminology used in constructing behavidral
objectives were. given: "distinguish between; solve a problem
about; identify areas in; construct, give a list of; state or
recall; compare or list similarities or differences.* He
compared these with non behavioral objectives like "to develop,
to understand, to appreciate, to apply feeling for,"

There was considerable discussion of the differences for
strents between having objectives like "understanding" and
on s stated in behavioral terms.

teasons for writing behavioral objectives are twofold:

.1. to evaluate the instructional program by means of
criterion test items. If students do not learn these it may
be the instructor's fault;

2., to provide a basis far revision of the instruction.
sThe speaker said when beh vioral objectives were properly

stated, 95 per cent of t students should achieve 90 per cent
of them. The group had d'fficulty accepting this and there was
considerable discussipn o this. However, the speaker's
explanatin that behavioral objectives could be set for short
periods like a week or a month helped to clarify this.

3,Thls referred to the kind of test which placed students
in a rank order according to preestablished norms.
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The speaker streped an important difference at this point..
He said ,that the wel' established onrricultm with behavioral
objectives no longer honors time as a constant. This means.
that the objectives themselves are the constant for each
.student. Each student. is expected.to reach these but not
necessarily in the same amount of time. In'the usual curriculum,
where time is a constant the students learn different amounts of
thd ob'ectives so that the objectives are variables. He
sugges d that time should be the variable and the objective

:should e the constant..

This led to an exciting discussion. Some teachers thought
this could be done in teaching trades, but not in acadeutic

'courses. Others thought.it was, related to the number of
st ents the teachers had. There was discussion how this could
be worked outkunder the usual teaching structure of a semester.
Di the studebt wait until the end of a semester if he finished
ear ier or should the semester be changed so that the student
cou d start a new course duridgthe semester? Difficulties in
sch uling flexibly were discussed, but all agreed this was an
.exci ing'idea. '

As the speaker moved to discussing affective dimensions he
said this is Where one enters the learners' system., During the
initial stages, hope is that the lear ning will have a good
emotional impact. Through _the emotional impact, cognition is
influenced and through cognition the psychomotor acticls by
which we know whether objectives are reached is developed.
The Speaker,said ope would hope the student at least likes the
subjedt as much when he finishes as when he started.

There'was discussion at this point of the problem of the
threat of failure and how this influenced the student's
attitude. The group agreed that the low income and minority
groups are particularly influenced by attitudes of others and by
their own self concepts. For example, expecting a pprtion of
studentg to fail could possibly cause failure.
o

This led to discussion how teachers could give more
security to the student by providing non verbal cues of their
liking and respect. The speaker pointed out how helpful this
could be to the student to feel that he was liked and wanted,
and how this could help him move into the cognitive area. There
was_ considerable discUssion here and some attitude change
appeared. to take place in the group.

The discussion concluded by the speaker pointing out that
it was through psyChomotor activities as shown in behavioral
objectives that the student demonstrated what he had learned.

.
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CHAPTER VIII'

FORMULATION OF OBJECTIVES IN BEHAVIORAL TERMS AND SELECTION
OF APPROPRIATE LEARNING EXPERIENCES1

Maurice Dutton, Ph.D.

Sessions 9 & 10

The-two- days-were planned-ta-atilize-flexperiential
learning" as opposed to lecturing. Through modeling this form of
"teaching-learning" it was hoped to illustrate its superiority
especially with low income and minority students. Small group
process, learning through self discovery, and programmed
(audio-visual) materia....s were all utilized as well as structured
discussions designed around a problem solving format.

Teaching the Disadvantaged

The participants Were divided into two groups. Throughout
the morning of the first day they developed definitiOns for
(1) teaching, (2) instruction, and (3) learnibg. Th'ese defini-
tions were then shared and discussed. The primary purpose of
this exercise was to point up the different roles of the
teacher and to emphasize that no matter what the teacher does,
learning is done only by the student. Learning may take place
without a "teacher." The primary purpose of a teacher is to
assist the student in the learning process by structuring
learning situations for planned change, by stimulating the
learner, and by encouraging and supporting the learner.

The importance of experiential learning situations was
stressed in the materials distributed and discussed.

Remedial - Programs and Basic Studies

The afternoon of the first day focus 4d on examining the
philosophy and major goals of Delgado Juni r College as they

1pe speaker for both of these ses ions was Dr. Maurice
Dutton, now employed by Associates for esearch in Business,
Education, and Computers. Dr. Dutton w s formerly director of
a program to train rural teachers of lo income and minority
students in Texas and,prior to this was Assistant Dean of
Students at Trinity University in San Antonio, Texas.

Dr. Dutton's presentation was aimed at stimulating dispus-
sion and attitude change, and helping the participants leard-bo
develop behavioral obksiives related to their own work. He
brought material which provided questions to which participants
could react and examples of good and poor behavioral objectives.
The group was asked to revise these and to operationalize some
of the poor objectives as well as they could. Dr. Dutton's own
summary of what he tried to do is presented first and is follow-
ed- by-tire- s ummzfry-of--ttiedit-cus stow;
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(elated to the low income a d minority student. Special atten-
tidh was focused on progi`am4 which resulted from the philosophy
and major goals of Delgado that were especially designed for or
.which gave special services to these students.

Different remedial programs were compared to and con-
trasted with the various basic studies programs being conducted
across the country.

Planning Educational 'ddal;t and Behavioral Objectives

The second day vas spent utilizing some progr d (audio-
visual) materials on educational goals and on writing nstruc-
tional objectives in behavioral berms. In addition to the
programmed materials several structured exercises fdr cogniz-
ing the writing of behavioral objectives were used.

DISCUSSION-I

4 The group readily accepted the idea that student behavior
should be changed and that learning took place with or withoUt
a teacher. While not all of the changes in learning were
behavior (and some could be attitudinal as well) all agreed that
attitudinal changes must be shown by behavioral changes, as this
was the only way one could make observations of what had taken
place.

In a discussion of how teachers coup help students to
reach the goals set, there was considerable emphasis on being
able to structure programs so that students could move at their
own pace. Students at Delgado had asked for an ungraded system.
So far indi4idual teachers had tried various innovative.devides
to help students move at their own pace, and hoped that further
work by -ihe College on this could move forward.

In discussing an, ungraded system, questions led to a
discussion of what was meant by failing or passing. After some
discussion, this led to agreement that passing should mean that
the student had mastered certain concepts and demohitrated this
by behaving in certain ways rather than just moving on.

Ore of the best ways for this ung,rAded system to fit in
with the present system appeared to be t6 provide enough time
for the slower student to reach an acceptable standard of per
formance. Other students could reach this level earlier and
move on to higher levels. Thus, within a semester or quarter,
students could be expected to complete a certain amount of
learning or more. Four both the group who completed the minimum
and thole who had moved further, the next quarter could contain
courses at"various levels into which each group could move.

The second day of this presentation was taken up with
each teacher working on behavioral objectives related to his own
course or a subject he was teaching. The group became aware of
the difficulty in translating certain ideas into pbjectives.
The instructor suggested they concentrate. on the verb or a,
noun equivaldnt in a statement of objectives and they were
eltown_bow_to_do_this....._TherP was_discession_exactly what were

. 1,
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the indications for understanding such as being able to name,
to deScribe, to discuss, and so forth. All agreed that objec-
tives should be stated in terms of what the studenp did and not
whatthe teacher did. -

The group agreed that words lika understanding, knowing,
appreciating and so forth were poorly stated objectives, while
those that said "identify the difference between" or "construct
a ".or compare, or contrast were better.

At the .end of the two days-the speaker summarized how he
saw the teacher as an "assistor" in learning and as an enabler.
He believed that media had an important role with low income
and minority students but that the teacher had to help the
student make effective use of media. The "advantage of
behaviorally stated objectives is that one could know what to
expect of the student and when the student had reached these..

4.
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CHAPTER IX

.USE OF EDUCATIONAL MEDIA

Session

:Educational Technology in fnstruct..on 1
-2 W.

Those of us wholre concerned with instruction have a
number of concerns, principal among which are:

1. Dropouts. The 29 per cent of our youth who do not
finish college, who have fewer job ..eportunities, and who stand
to lose some $350,000 in life income.

2. Abilit of-the teacher, or is teachin a rofession?
The NEA is resist ng e imposition a any standar s up t e
evaluation of instruction and/or productivity, and-the aching
profetsion has not developed standards of professionalis6 that
are found in most, professions. What other profession could fail
29 per cent of the time and not face suits for malpractice?

3. Course objectives. Few teachers have defiried their
'course objectives, stating What the student is to learn, why
he should learn the prescribed information, or what!he.should
do with. this knowledge.

Students should have access to the final test for the
course, so that they will be awax of what they are exiected to ,

learn from the course, but most fAt.,Ity prefer to keep the
objectives,' if any, a secret.

4. Sin le mode of resentation with no allernative athb
to learning. is repor e that per cent o our instructors,
teach from the textbobk, and most textbooks are written for the
teacher instead of the student. As a general rule, 'if you

! understand the text, you pass. If you fail to understand the
text, you fail. There are no. alternative paths to learning the
somebody of knowledge. Most faculty have pot taken the time

1The material for thiesestion was presented by Mr. W. J,
. Quinly, Director of Information of the University Media Center,
Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida. He spoke from
a wide background of experience in the use of media in many
settings. +.
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to develop A teaching program, but are as a physician with only
one cure!

5. -No pre-test for entry behavior. It is assumed that
all students have achieved the same level of competence and.
have identical backgrounds when they enter the class. Students
with subject matter deficiencies are not identified, and those
with a prior knowledge of some of the material to be covered in
the course are required to sit through a second presentation,
wasting time that could be better spent in more productive
activity.

6. Cumulative ignorance. Some students are permitted to
continue through school, Although they have not achieved the
level of reading or understanding which will permit them to
read the material designed for their current grade level.
Their ignorance is compounded. ,

7. Testing. Most instructors have no concept of proper
test construction, and without course objectives, it is
difficult to pro,erly delineate between those who have passed
and failed. The "curve" tells only how much the student learned
in comparison with his classmates, net how much he learned of

- the ,course content.

Far too many studehts are subjected to pen and pencil
tests of skills. ..----

Media in Instruction

The ultimate in instruction is individualized programs,
but this is not feasible in the majority of situations. The
alternative is to improve classroom instruction in order to
permit the student to "see what you mean," and give. added impact
to the lesson by providing auditory experiences to support the
visual impact. Retention is dramatically greater when both the
visual and auditory senses are involved.

In the marketplace are literally hundreds of thousands of
films, filmstrips, pre-recorded audio and video tapes, slides
and transparencies available the classroom instructor. There
will always Le a place for locally-produced materials, but one
should determine first if usable material already exists to
save the expense and delays of re-inventing the wheel.

The most useful of all audiovisual devices the overhead
projector with transparencies., It permits the teacher to face
the class, may be used in a lighted room, permits the develop-
ment of material or ideas through the use of overlays, and
Oyes as a chalkboard while retaining the material previously
presented on an acetate roll.

Colored pens and pencils are available, both permanent and
water soluble. Transparencies can be produced on most office
copiers, transparencies and spirit masters can be produced on
the thermographic (3M) office copiers, and the permanent slides
in color can be produced on conventional blueprint equipment.

L
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Independent Study
4

It is becoming obvious that increasing emphasis is being
given independent study as a possible solution to the problem
of inditridual differences in learning rate, academic interests,
and learning schedule.

Auaio cassettes and workbooks provide the easiest avenue
to independent study. Pre-recorded class lectures, supplemented
by printed material permit the student.to study at a time of his
choosing and at his awn rate of progress, with opportunity for
necessary repqats of.material when desired. Each lesson can
incorporate a review or testing session so that the student can
evaluate his progress. Periodic seminekrs with the faculty
member permit the htudent to question and discuss the material
plesented previously.

.
Faculty members find that although the recorded lessons

require them to develop new materials, their lectures are more
explibit and the presentation which previously required an hour
can be given in 35-40 minutes.

When visuals are incorporAed through the use of synchro-
nized tape-slide presentations, there are usually more slides J.
presented with bitter coordination, since the problem of .
scheduling the screen and equipment are eliminated.

Faculty members find that the time previously spent
"presenting* can be better utilized by upgrading the discussion
periods or cpunselihggstudents.

Members of the administration find that the demand for
class.00m space is lessened since the class meets together
only once a week, and that the actual cost of instruction can
be reduced. ..df greatest importance is the fact that the student
generally prefers the auto-tutotial approach.
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There are three general types of recorded material:

1. Lectures: Class lectures, instruction on equipment
operation, lab preparation, background information for tours,_
recorded student presentations for review or self-evaluation,
etc.

4
2. Resources: Living history, interviews with notables,

experts, professional presentations, convention reports, etc.

3 Exercises: Shorthand, language drills, rote learning,
etc.

Portable Videotape Redorders

Among the most versatile of the audiovisual devices is the
portable videotape recorder. Using the VTR, it is possible to
record both the audio and video on,any presentatioti for ether
immediate replay or subfequent use. Since the videotape may be
used for over 500 plays, the tape cost of each recording or
replay is only about 600 an hour.
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With these units it is possible to record skills, whether
in the operation of a lathe or a golf swing; visiting lecturers,
or any other presentation in color or black and white wherein
both the audio and visual are important.

The development of the video cassette will permit us to
use video materials both in our homes and for independent study.
Their development should be watched with the greatest interest.

DISCUSSION

The discussion that followed this presentation,was partly
demonstration of various equipment to the faculty and partly'
answers to their Oestions about it. The faculty had an
opportunity to participate in the use of this media.

The instructor showed the rise of the overhead projector
and how to make transparencies for it. He demonstrated tape
presentation and the use of cassettes in teaching and learning.
He talked about the "programmer" and how this could be used to
coordinate visual and auditory material. The use of the ilbspon-
der, a piece of equipment where the students write answers to
questions on an IBA card which later could be used for testing
or teaching, was then discussed;. This machine permits the
student to move from one gdestion to another at a rate pre-
viously determined by the teacher and, if desirable, only when
he answers correctly the previous question.

The discussion brought out the following Ideas. The use
of media appeared to be particularly helpful to the low innce
and minority, student in making use of more than one senso
input in learning and particularly in expanding his horizons. It.
permits him to listen to tapes of music, to see travel logs and
other material which he would not otherwise se.

The speaker referred the group to thd "Westinghouse
Learning Directory" available from the Westinghouse Learning
Corporation, 100 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y., 10017 which lists
over 200,000 kinds of media.

In response to questions, the speaker indicated that he
thought the copyright laws would permit teachers to make
transparencies from books for use with the overhead projector
for claps room use if credit was given to the author apd if they
were nobsol4r The speaker showed various sized drawings with
different pats in different colors. He discussed the, use of
these drawings in "progressive disclosure" and how to hers
could make use pt this to help the student focus on v ,sous parts
of the drawing that the instructor wanted to emphasize.

In terms of the future, the speaker saw considerable more
use of media. He saw video tapes as likely to be used a great
deal more. He visualized more,computer banks of data and more
use of the Computer in teaching, pointing out errors, and
providing remedial materials suitable for individual student
needs.
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this discussion participants had an
opportunity to try to use various pieces of media equipment in
two sessions of two hours each.

Session 12

Session 12Awas used for an evaluation. See page 72.
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CHAPTER X

EXPERIENTIAL REPORTS ON CURRENT PROBLEMS AND PROGRAMS
WITH LOW INCOME AND MINORITY STUDENTS

Ses'sion 13

instructional Innovations and Special Zompensatory'Programsi
Carol Zion', Ph.D.,'

The factors that make for a'successful student are
student ability, student motivation, faculty skills, faculty
motivation, and real standards rather than artificial standards.
The speaker suggested that in trying to help students one mu{t
concentrate first on which of thpe factors was most amenable
to change.. tt

sti In hul g low income and minority stPdents, experience,
at Miami Dade junior College has shown that the first three
weeks aretcritical. It is during these three weeks that the
student is most likely to lose .interest or "b turned off."
The speaker suggested try3...3 to heYp the student reach his
*dreams and ideals as muqn as possible and not to try to 'nova the
student to reality too much too soon. A

The speaker believed it was important that faculty look at
whether their standards were real or artificial,. She indicated
there had been Many' instances where she found artificial
standards that tended to make students lose interest or make''it
difficult for them to proceed.** An example she cited of an
artificial standard. was asking.students to be able to take a
test without their books and notes,, when in real life the
student would have, the books and noted available tp him on a
job; or to ask a student in secretarial science to write short-

. hand that was clear enough for a teacher to read, whereas on
a job the secretary would only need to be able to read her oWn
notes. The faculty must look carefully at thd kind of criteria
for mathematics and english that should be used for a student
who is going to be a fireman or a nurse. The speaker raised
the thetorical question whether it was necessary for a student
to be, able to add mentally if she were going to work as a
clerk with a cash register*or adding machine.

At Miami Dade, -which has had considerable experience with
low income and minority students, and has attempted many

The material for this session was presented by Dr. Carol
Zion, Special Assistant to the Vice President, Miami-Dade .junior

hn the following is thus an abstract of recorde
College, Miamillorida. Dr. Zion did not present a summary of
her material a
material from her presentation and discussion.
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experiments and inntavations, considerable has been.learned about
how to help' and hold the interest of this kindof student.
The following material was brought out partly by questions and
partly by Dr. Zion's presentation.

A. First one must give any new plan time to become effec-
tive. Dr. Zion believes that at least three years were
necessary to put a new teaching plan into' effect. In the first
year one might flounder, in the second year errors could be
largely eliminated; and the third year could be used for polish-
ing the product.

B. Experience has shown that whatever was helpful to the
],ow income and minority student was probably also helpful to
other kinds'of students.

C. The least effective method of teaching is lecturing.
Use of media appears to have a high rank among successful
methods. With media however, one must not leave things up to
the student but orie must have interaction with and after the
media between student and student and between.student and
teacher.

0
D. Dr. Zion discussed an experimental method with

students who had learned to work in groups and grade themselves.
She pointed out how this was possible once the teacher worked
out criteria for student use. She,had moved from letting the
students grade only 25 per cent of theik work to making her
oyn contribution only 25 per cent of the grade while the
students contributed the other 75 per cent through self-grading
and peer-grading. the has found that student grades compare
clogely-td-Rers and believes this is important in helping the
student develop a realistic feeling toward the course and
Particularly in helping the student learn how to deal with
authority.

In answer to,questions, Dr. Zion indicated that the
criteria she gave students covered such points as whether the
student looked at other student pointg of view, whether the
student made a contribution to the groUp, whether he changed the
subject too often and went into irrelevant areas, howeMuch
interaction there was, whether reports had enough detail, and
whether the detail covered was that expected.

E. StUdents were not put in Classes according to their
background. They Vad more success in mixing students with both
good and limited /ackgrounds together and setting the pace .of
the course to Ole pace of the slower students and expecting
the other StudentNto move ahead at a faster dace.

F. In the compensatory courses, the student was pextlitt,
ed to take as long as he liked and whenever he reached the
objectives, he received-a passing grade.

G. Miami Dade lies made use of "guest cards" as a device
to help studehts have more realistic expectations. Many students,
appear to aim too high. By permitting them to sit in on certain
courses that they think they might be interested in '(as a guest)
they thus find out what is expected. Then, if they enroll they
do so on the basis of-realistic know dge of what is expected.

c.:L
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By having the student make the choice, /'he is helped to develop

fprther maturity of judgnent
o
and the roper attitude toward

authority.

H. The counseling program has had a vital role in the
,,success.of most of the students. I. is used not only tg,plaPe
students properly in classes but also to help the stuplelt decide

whether he goes into a dompensat..... course, into the junior
college courses or into conwJnity ollege courses, alkg which
are different levels of education at Miami-1:de.

I. Administr ion, tacult , and students must communicate
and be involved in any change., This involves more'than just
approval from one level to ano er'but actual discussion in
some informal way. Just as fa ulty must not pounce on the
studentsladministration must of pounce on the faculty.

J. Use has been made the "modular approach" which is
a three or four week unit th t a student can complete. If the
student has difficulty in co pleting a unit he can go back and
repeat it-,without having to wait for the next semester for the

course to be taught again.

K. Whenever possibl , a labbratory method of teaching has

been used. This means th t there is an opportunity to do many
of the exercises in the c assroom where someone is present to
help the student. Not o y math and english are being taught

this way but they are e erimenting with other courses as.well.

Session 14

Problems and Soluti ns in Meeting the Needs oK Low Income
and Min rity Students at Malcolm X

Junior College2
Floyd Dubois, M.A.

This one-day w shop presents some problems, indicates
how these relate to per ns working in the field of junior
college level progr ms, .nd involves the participants in
problems relevant n helping minority students to achieve
success in colleg .

A college must'define its goals, policies and philosophies.
As it does this, these are useful as guidelines that recognize
and attempt to upgrade a large segment of the country's popula-
tion. Students whose education has suffered &OM crippling
circumstances that prevent utilization of their academic poten-
tial need assistance, support., and encouragement from many
resources.

2This session was led by Mr. Floyd Dubois, Director of

Counseling,MalcOlm X Junior College, Chicago,Illihois. Malcolm

X is a predominantly black junior and community college. In his
presentation, Mr. Dubois provided a number of questions which
were answered in the diicuidian that fall-owed.

66
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. Some-methods relating to furthering academic success
formsare forms of compensatory education, supportive services, the

collegiate programs, and met-Nods of teaching culturally related
courses for tht minority student. -

. .

Students, faculty and adMinistrators must be involved in
development of programs needed for improving academic compe-
tencies through compensatory education:

A. /dehiifYing students and
participants. I

B. ImprOVing and developing
and materials of course work to be

selecting criteria for

innovative teaching methods
in such.a program.

C. Providing special supportive services.
4

D. Meafis of seeking evaluation and follow-up of students.

Participants should discuss and find answers to the
questions: How can employAent be obtained when students
complete collegiate T & 0 programs?,

Related to this are other questions: How can feasibility
studies be made to determine what vocational programs are
needed? What should be the relation of supportive courses in
vocational program?. What different problets occur for students
in'tha T & 0 programs, problems such as transferability of
credit, articulation with other colleges, etc.?

The inseitute.,i participants should deal with the problem
of curturally=regated courses that may further the college
success of the Minority student. They should answer questions
like: How can our students benefit from culturally-related
courses? Who should teach such courses, black or white
instructors, or non-racially identifiable faculty? What kinds
of courses may be offered and what credit transferability should
they have? Should such courses be required in all curxricula/
What races of students may attend such curricula?

-,0
DISCUSSION

After going over the questions above, the group discussed
each topic in turn.

*

11 agreed that .putting students into compensatory
course on the basis of 'test scores was a biased method of
assign ng them, but in the absence of a better method that this
probably should be used. At least the test scores provided
some kind of rank order in terms of what was expected in the
Outside world. The speaker believed that tut8rial help and
learning someof the basic skills in"carriez courses" such as
learning english in social science.and history courses was a
better plan than remedial courses in tNe subject of english
itself.

The speaker discussed a number of supports for the compen-
U_atOrY...p.X041aluand-mathods_of_helping the_ student. Now student
is permitted to fail, and peer counseling and community

c
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counseling are available to help him. Informality and as few
rules and structure as,pdssible are used.

.
No student fails. If a student does not finish a course,

he is given an incomplete and theoretically may finish it at
ahy'later date. This often serves as an important motivational
device. In practice, students do not remain in college if they
have earned no credits for two semesters. However, they can
return under certain conditions.

--401
Peer counseling mikes use of other student who opexate,

on a paid basis to help their student peers. The provide
information about college life, about, how student can find
their way about the campus and on the various res rces of the
campus, how to use the librarY, how to stud/ and forth. They
get instructions in school policies, in the use of campus
re urcesin grading, in attendance requireme s, graduation
_requirements, etc., so they can help other students. They
report problems to the professional counselors.

,
The community counselors are persons who are familiar with

a block or area in the city and its residents, These persons
are not necessarily proYessionally trained as counselors but are
leaders in their area and help the student with family and
environmental problems. They can often be contacted by the peer
counselors or the professional counselors for help, in finding
out what iS,causing some students to have difficulty in school..

Attendance is not required but peer counselors try to help
khe students who are not going to class. The first three or
four weeks of the new semester is critical. This is aimed at
the approxitlately one-third of the class who may drop out during
this period. The peer counselor often works with the community
counselor and may go to the students home when_a student is not
attending regularly. In rebponse to questions, Mr. Dubois
indicated that Malcolm X does not feel that going to students'
homes is an infringement on student rights or privacy. He
believes that when a student decides to attend college,'he
gives the college aright to help him in every way possible.

In moving to the question of student employMest after
finishing school, there was discussion.on how low income and
minority students often did not want to take jobs in the service
occupations, Faculty at Delgado Jurfior Conege Indicated that
this was similar.to asituation some years ago among almost
all students who attended college who considered that they did
not want to "dirty their hands." Some Delgado faculty felt
that industry was now training executtres by starting them in
menial and servicejobs, and it might be'necessary to help
young people to recognize that taking a service job for a
limited time was not necessarily a loss of status.

The black studies program was discussed:and belief was
expressed that this probably should no longer be a separate
program. Information about black heros and about black life
should be a part of various curriculum areas and each of the
courses snould contain some cont' on this Subject.

_ Othgr_factors.that_help in_retaining studente_in.college_
were brought out. These were adequate financial aid and
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providing interesting activities to students. At Malcolm X
they attempt, to pay for jobs at school with a pay scale that is
c&npetitive, with the community. Otherwise students leave
college and go to work. They try to provide other interesting
outside activities for students such as work with art and
media, ind onthe newspaper.

4
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CHAPTER XI

IMPROVING TEACHING SKILLS

Sessions 15 4 161

_ Laura ikaywick, Ph.D.

A school is three things: people, ideas, and a place, in
that order of importance. A balanced design for learning will
include both student selected and teacher determined activities.
There will Also be one-to-one activities, small group
activities, and large group activities in the classroom. The
materials w41 be multi-level, multi-media, aad multi-area. The
teacher will, use varying methods, including discussion, explore-

. tion, and questioning.

Questioding:may be employed for:

1. Clarification (Will you explain that a little more?),

2. Qualification (All animals? Is there a time when that
is not true?)

3. Elaboration (Tell us some more about what they do
because I'm not sure yet how that fits in.)

Techniques which the teaches' can use in the classroom
inc tide student involvement, group prqpess, and tole- paying
(si ulation). -Some purposes of role-playing are:

,l. A warm-up-a group, to get involvement:,

2. To communicate a problem, sorthing real to talk
about; .

3. To test various ways of solving problem etc.;

4. To change attitudes.-

There is a difference between class talk and a class
discussion. Students need to be able to talh.to each other and
to develop the ability to work well in groups. The groups need
to be heterogenous and establish rules for discussi..s. These

. . . - /
1
These two sessions were led by Dr. Laura Traywick, of the

*/.

/

University of South Carolina, at Columbia, South Carolina. In
the first session Dr. Traywick discussed how to improve teaching

i

skills and techniques.- In the second she explained "interaction
analysis" as a method that teachers could use to study and
improve their own teaching and see how this could be improved.

6'6
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rules may be abandoned when cpmpetency in group work evolves.
Disagreements among group memUars are usually due to a differ-
ence in definition, information, or values. Students need to
leard to pose questions as well as answer them.

Serie types of dispussion experienced are:

1. Round-table discussion. This is composed of from
three to eight people, including a moderator.

.
2. Panel discussion. This discussion also includes a

moderator, but it is more formal and more audience-oriented
than the round-table discussion. Each member is cast in the
role of an authority en the subjects ,The members may role-play, F

.or they may question thevaudienpe. -

3. Buzz groups. 'Each group i composed of five,or six
members, which may include a chairm and a recorder, A specific
problem is discussed and there is a invited amount of.time to
arrive at at answer or response. -

0,A
. , 4. Brainstorming. This discussi As a means of releasing
group creativity. The theory is that maps *production of ideas
will yield some good, ones. The four basic rules for brain-
storming are: ,.

a. No idea may be criticized, evaluated or rejected
during the session.

b. All ideas are accepible.
4. *

c. AmphasiseisfPlaced on quantity of suggestions.

d. Group members may add to, combine or improve the
ideas of " thers.

Even if the tea .or employs varied bethods and techniques, ,

the stddents may still tune out" the teacher at ,times. This..
may be due to the ttuden s"flegocettricity, boredom, or the
teacher's voice, irrele'ancy.ofi the lessod, etc.

'". t'
. J ..

a .)0 we listen to all that we hear? Listening extends 0
hearing through reaction, identifica4on, and,tboqght. Listening
involves 'recognizing sounds, giving them meaning Trom one's
experience, reacting to pr interpreting them, and Antegrating
them with one's knowledge, and experiences. Our listening may
ke passive-appreciative, attent4ve, or analyt4cal. Hearing does
not gUarastee listening! The teacher must aid. the student in ...
developing listening Skills. ' , ,

... Do we every truly perceive all that we see? We probably
Only perceive the messages that seem important to us. We
receive :more Messages through out sens'b of vision th.an through
the othet our senses. We place great confidence in what we see
and thetmessages are rich in detail.

"...t,
-. .

. _ .

Students' perceptions are influenced by their background
of previous experienced and they max ignore a stimulus until
they know the,meaning to give to it. A student may also . .

recollect his faerings when he wgs last
\

confronted"with the
.

r
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stimulus and react accordingly. The impact of a stimulus may be
weakened by its overuse. The effective teacher will break the
habit of one style of presentation and wisely use a variety of
instructional materials, including audio-visual aids.

The teacher interested in improving his effectiveness will
continually evaluate his teaching. One method frequently used
fdr analy ;ing teaching behaviors ip the Flanders System of Inter-
action Analysis. The ten categories in this system used to
code happenings 1p the classroom include teacher talk, student
talk, and silenchlor confusion. The teacher talk categories
further emphasize the direct and indirect influqnce of the
teacher. These emphases help the teacher understand his role in
the classroom and give cues'to atd his concept of desirable
teacher behavior. Interaction analysis can assist in creating
in a teacher an awareness of his'habits, methOds of teaching,
and behayior in the classrooM, with an eventual modification of
his behavior toward his goal..

DISCUSSION

The discussion of the first day brought out sots addi-
tional details related to the various secticons of Dr. Traywick's
paper mentioned above.

.

Specific methods by which student discussion could be
improved were Brought Po; example, the teachdr could help
the student become awafe of what he was doing as'he was doing
it, such as talking too much or not enough; the teacher could
set an example for the student and explain how she was doing
this sopthat ,students _could imitate her. The honest teacher
should find that honesty helps to stimulate discussion. Some
classes need eapeuragemen4. and some need restriction in discus -
siori.

y
Participation could be encouraged by asking student. to

talk to the group rather than the teacher. The group could be
helped to forget that the teacher is present. The teacher
could give the students a lead by asking a question that
stimulated their thinking. Student knowledge about a subject on
which students were knowledgeable could be recognized and
students' could be asked to bring this knowledge td. class.
Permitting some impulsive interruptions is conk! way to belp avoid
overstructurin'g a situation.'

During the second day, the group learned about "interaction
analysis" and listened to a number of tapes of teaching sessions.
They practiced using this analysis system for coding these tapes
of teacher and student behavior an learned to apply this
analysis to their own work. Dr. Tfaywick explained that
teachers could tape their class sessions and then use this
analytic method of assessing th9;ir pwn teaching.akili.

The speaker explained that there are many sways of
analyzing teacher behavior and a number of different ways of
attempting to code what was happening in the class. As a
beginning, she suggested th6 Flanderq system which used ten
codes. Later teachers could develop more descriminating codes

:if they wished or find some other system. In some systems the
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teacher coded at a certain time interval, for example every
three seconds. In other systeMs, the teacher coded every ,

sentence. In this particular exercise teachers were asked to
code every three seconds as to what kind of behavior was going
on in 71ass.

,
,

.. .

. e ten categories, categories one to seven referred
to the .te cher; pategories eight and nine to the student whill
category ten .ieferred to silence or confusion., -

j

Dr. Traywick pointed oat triat the allocation of seven of
the ten categories to.teaChers'behaviot was deliberate because
the primary purRose was to help the teacher learn what she was
doing and how she could improve her Own teaching,

'4Ws The. code and descriptions of the ten categories of
behavior were described as follows:.

Accepts feelings -- including reactions to and
clarifyihg studentlfeolings

2. Praises or encourages

3. Accepts or summarizes 'student ideas

4. Asks questions

5. Lectures

6. Gives directit46

7. Criticizes or justifies authority

8. Student talking in response.to teacher

9. Student talking-zinitiated by student

10. (Coded as 0) Confusion or silence.

When teachers have doubt about which of the codes to use
Dr. Traywick suggested they code in the category most cjistant

/ from the center of the scale, that is the category most distant
frdm.category 5.

After practicing, this coding onhyugher of tapes which Dr.
Traywick provided, the group agreed t it was particularly
usefUl in comparing teaching of low income and minority students
with the teaching] of other students. It would tell the teacher
whether she was doing what she wanted to do.or she could let
someone else listen tohertape and get help with it. Dr.Traywick
explained how teachers could'look at the coding for various
patterns such as combinations,of 4, 8, agd 2 which showed that
the teacher asked a questirthe student responded, and tbe
teacher praised. or a cod 9, e, and 9 would show that tffb
student initiated the commeht, the teacher praised and the
student initiated anotfier'comment. These represented different
kinds of classrooM situations.

74.1)



CHAPTER XII

SPECIAL PROGRAMS AIMED AT THE LOW INCOME OR
MINORITY STUDENT

4=em

Session 17

Some Assumptions Underlying Special Programs and
) « Examples of Thesel

Donald Peterson, M.A.

Attention sliduld be directed to some of the assumptions
upon which educators in general, and junior college educators in
particular base all or most of their courses, programs epd/or
behavioral objectives. For example one should study such
rhetorical questions as, "Is standard english a viable instruc -.
tional :Jbjective? Is there an instructional objective which
preceeds " standard" english proficiencr What isNthere about the
phySical properties of a college classroom that makes of a
"sacred" place of learning? Might not the learning experience
be moved off of the college campus proper? Might not students
learn mere, more freely, from other students? Why cannot
students sensibly and realistically design their own courses of
study?" Serious consideration of these qeestions could lead to
the treed to rethink some of the pat answers and smoothly honed
generalizations used in education today. The life-experienCe
and woild-view of youth today are sufficiently unique as to
requir, new approaches and attitudes on the parts of educators= -
some even acknowledge this point it patents..

Some programs and educational - ''alternatives in which 'I
have been centrally involved in my various professional
activities are as follows: These iplikwities and/or programs fit
the speaker and the college concerned but could be inappropriate
for the participaitts. school; these ideas are catalytic rather
than prescriptive. The participants ought to look for their own
appropriate answers, alternatives and/or innovations.

`Among the programs in'this context are:

1. City College of San Francisco Experimental College

2. Mini-Coll tge at DeAnza College, California

3. Disadvantaged Youth Project
4

4. Core-Curriculum at Chabot College, California

5.- Community Learning Center, brookdale, New Jersey

6. Basic Studies Program, Tarrant County JC, Texas.

1This session was led by Mr. Donald Peterson, Instructor
and Coordinator of the Experimental College, City College of San
Francisco. Because of a failure of the Tecording equpment,
is material is made up ot Mr. Peterson s summary

i
plS some

notes he left with the Director.
, 70
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Special emphasis is placed on the following points at the
CCSP Experimental College:

1. Student-centered and student directed;

,2. 'Students involved in curriculum design;

3. Students able to get involved in interest areas not
offered by regular college; - 1

4. Serves as a-sounding board for desired or needed
changes in curriculums

S. Faculty members can.pilot courses;

6.. It provides a free and risk-free atmosphere for the
new, unive,unusual and creative. - .

Because of the success of the Experimental College, it
was possible to propose and bring about the following student-
centered or student-directed programs or committees:

1. Draft-counseling '

2. Tripartite committee on student governance

3. Course and teacher evaluation

4. Student Advice Center

5. Child-Care Center
a

6._Book Exchange

7. Film Series

8. Speakers forum.

In plahning for students, special and particular attention
should be paid to the unique aspects of college students today,,,
e.g., increased low- income student population, drugs in the
classroom and on gae campus, and the counter-culture mentality.

Material on the Mini-College at the beAnzS, ollege, Los
Altos Bills, California (Richard J. Rims, Consul ant) indicated
that this program was for Mexican-Americans. T ey aim to
identify dpecial needs of Mexican-Americans, particularly those
who have finished high school and could not attend junior college
because of financial reasons and those.who had dropped out of
high school. This program was planned to increase junioi college
enrollment by means of precollege preparation programs which
included teacher aid to help some students complete high school
and gbme work With languages that might Bemeeded.

Material on the Mobile Counseling Vehicle at Contra Costa
Junior College, revealed that this college had a 24 foot mobile
home divided into two sound proof offices. This brought a
counselor to low income and minority individuals and provided
counseling which appeared to be aimed at helping them get junior
college remedial programs.

, )
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CHAPPER XIII

EVALUATION

Three evaluati,ons were carried out during the course of
this institute. The first was in November to get reaction to
the September and October sessions and see if the format for
presentation was satisfactory. The second was at mid course to
learn what other material was needed. The third was the final
evaluation to determine if the institute had met its goals.

The first evaluation was by means of an informal discus-
sion with the committee represedting the participants and was
held in November, 1970. During this discussion the committee
expressed satisfaction with the progress of the institute and
requests were made for more emphasis on practical teaching
problems and solutions to these rather than theoretical material.
ThiS %resulted in some rescheduling of some sessions and changes
in others.

The second evaluation (or mid-term evaluation) was at
session 12, slightly more than half way through the institute.
This w0s carried out by means of a questionnaire which revealed
that teachers considered most helpful those instructors whose
sessions dealt directly with improving their teaching and less
helpful those who pro'ded background material on low income
and minority students.

This questionnaire asked which instructors they had liked
or enjoyed most and from which instructors they learned the
most. (A copy of this is in Appendix C). There was almost a
perfedt relationship between what teachers liked and what they
considered most useful.

The help by Dr. Dutton on behavioral objectives was ranked
highest both in termef liking and usefulness. Next was Dr.
Barrileaux's general discussion on this subject, followed by
Dr. GrueLl's material on handling practical class problems. Dr.
Hansche's material on testing was closely ranked next. The.
smallest voteeof confidence was given to material on orienta-
tio . Other instructors were ranked about equally in the middleoe scale; e

After completing these questionnaires At the mid-term
meeting, an open discussion was encouraged to obtain suggestions
for content that the teachers' wanted at future meetings. The
following suggestions were mfide,and were incorporated into
later sessions by locating instructors who could present
material of this kind.

1. Participants wanted to know what other in titutes were
being funded by the Office of Education and What con ent was
being presented at the meetings.

2. They wanted to hear about new and innovative
techniques with low 'income and minority students.

72
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3. Related to this was an interest in efforts to develop
undiscovered potential in these students.

4. The group asked for speakers who had been on the
firing line," that is-those who had engaged in 'actual contact
with low income and minority students and were speaking from
practical experience.

5. The group wanted to hear about what they considered
werelthree kinds of students; those who were ready for junior
college, those who would be ready when they completed compen-
satory work, and those who might have some potential but who
were not yet ready for compensatory or remedial work.

The final evaluation was carried out by means of a
questionnaire in three parts and completed, at tilt_ eighteenth
session after all instructors had presented theiA. material. A
mailed questionnaire was also sent to students of participants.

The first part of this consisted of narrative answers to
eight questions asking for the chief strengths and chief weak-
nesses of the institute as seen by participants, what changes
they would suggest if the institute were to be replanned, what
they learned most and what they contributed most to it, and what
could be brought to other teachers by them. The last two
questions were not about the institute itself but attempted to
get at attitudes by asking indirect questions. These questions
asked if teachers would be interested in attending other similar
institutes and what changes each participant would recommend at
Delgado as a result of their experiences in the institute'?

Three questio ns then asked participants to scale on a 10
point scale:

A. Value of the institute to each

B. Extent of knowledge they gained about the problems of
low income and minority students in general

rC., Their feelings about these students.

The third part of this questionnaire asked teachers to
Indicate how much they had learned about each of the topics
presented in the institute, and whether this had helped them to
deal with problems related to these topics. They were asked
to reply to these questions by using a 4 point scale graded
adjectively into "much," "some,","little," and "none."

The questionnaire as a whole required approximately one
hour for teachers to complete.

Resurts of an analysis of the first eight questions were
as follows.

The chief strengths of the institute were se n as the
speakers themselves (by about sythird of the resp dents), and
the variety of actual experiences that they broug t (by another
third). Next, was the freedom to talk about and discuss the
various subjects, and the atmosphere, purpose, and efforts of
staff.

7-
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Chief weaknesses were reported as'a feeling that the
institnte was too general, and that it should have had more
focus on the low income and disadvantaged student rather than on
general roblems of teaching (about One-quarter of respondents),
and that it should have more practical rather than theoretical
aspects (about one-quarter). Other responses were about
equally divided among comments that the speakers did not.under-
stand Delgado's particular problems, the speakers came from too
many varied situations, that the participants themselves were
too varied in their interest and background, and that some of
the participants did not attend or involve themselves in the
institute sufficiently.

If the institute was to be planned over, changes suggested
were quite varied. About one-third said they would hope that
more teachers would know more about Delgado Junior Collegp, and
about the same proportion wanted instructors to have more
practical knowledge of the topic being presented. About the
same proportion 4sked for more and broader content and believed
that the institute would have been improved by broader partici-
pation from faculty from other colleges.

The most important idea learned from the institute appear-
ed to be understanding of the low income and minority students
and the recognition of the relation between student attitudes
and faculty attitudes and student problems. This was noted by
over half of the respondents. Thenext most frequent comment
was recognition of the individual nature of the student's
problems and the specific teaching skills that they acquired to
help with these problems, by almost all the remainder.

Most participants had difficulty in telling what they con-
tributed to the institute and limited this to their attitude,
attendance, or participation in discussion. A few indicated
that they tho 'ught they had been able to be helpful by bringing
some of the general problems specifically down to Delgado's
needs through their knowledge of the institution. Some of the
membeii (apparently from the community) indicated they thought
they had contributed their knowledge of comdunity problems.

Almost all participants believed they could bring to
other teachers more understanding of the low income and minority
student, especially recognition of the problem of attitudes of
teachers'to students as well as students' attitudes to others.
The next most frequently mentioned topic was specific ways of
better teaching these students.

Three out of four respondents indicated that they would be
very much interested in attending other institutes. About 15
per cent were neutral and about 10 per cent were negative.

Most important change which participants thought should
take place at Delgado as a result of the institute was more and
better counseling programs, includirfg helping teachers to learn
more about how they could guide students to the counseling
services. (This was mentioned by almost half of the respondents)
Next most important was better prientation for students and more
individualized instruction. This latter included comments such
as the moving at the students'pac4, better grading, individualiz-
ed study, developing behavioral objectives, and disseminating
what had been learned to other teachers by another half.
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On the second part of the schedule, most teachers or
.about two out of three rated the institute as more useful,tban
not. About a quarter said it was the best use that could hhve
been made of their time.

75

About the same proportioh, two out of three, rated them-
selves as having learned something about many problems or
considerable about all kinds of problems. 4

The same proportion described their attitude as very
sympathetic to these students. No one reported little sympathy
to them.

When asked about the specific learning about each of the
subjects covered in the institute, though there were some
negative comments about sociology and about too much theory,
the subject, which respondents reported as learning the most
about was hereditary and environmental influences on learning of

24

low income and nority students., This may have been because
this was cover

4
not only in the sociological lecture Alt was

a basic idea roughout many oiher sessions. Next most
learning was achieved on formulating and,writing behavioral
objectives. ,Least learning was achieved, according to reports
from particilmnts, on how to handle physical problems of
students, use of tests for.teachers to obtain an educational
diagnosis, and about other federal programs aimed at helping low
income and minority students. Except for these reports,
learning about other topics appeared,to be relatively uniform.
Ab5Ut one-quarter of the participants tended to say they had
learned much, about one-half had learned some, and about a
quarter reported they had learned little or none. The frequency

. distribution for each of the topics into these adjectival
descriptions is listed below.

12. What are the physical disabilities low income and minority
students bring to college and the impact on their education?

7 Much '15 Some 13 little 0 None 0 Absent 0 Blank

13. How to handle these physical and educational problems of
low income and minority students.

4 Much 10 Some 9 Little .i None 1 Absent 0 Blank

14. Problems in planning orientation and introduction to college
life for low income and minority students.

8 Much 10 Some 7 Little 0 None 0 Absent 0 Blank

15. How to handle problems and how to plan orientation for low
income and minority students.

S Much 1.1 Someof 7 Little 2 None 0 Absent 0 Blank

7D
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16. Knowledgd-of low income and minority students' problems
with unequal opportunities and poor self concept.

8 Much 15 Some 1 Little 1 None 0 Absent 0 Blank

17. How to handle the above problems in junior college.

.5 Much 12 Some 7 Little 1 None '0 Absent 0 Blank

18. Kinds of educationally limiting student classroom behavior.

3 Much 13 Some 4 Little 0 None 4 Absent 1 Blank

19. How to handle student behavior not condusive to learning
and how to let the low income and minority student know
what behavior is desirable. .

5 Much 12 Some 4 Little 3 None 1 Absent 0 Blank

20. Meaning and use of ACT (American College Tests) and other
educational diagnosis t4sts.

3 Much 14 Some 6 Little 2 NOne 0 Absent 0 Blank

21. Use of tests by teachers to get educational diagnosis.

1 Much 13 §ome 11. Little 2 None 1 Absent 1 Blank

22. Typical low income and minority student limitations in
skills and attitudes toward leaching.

' 6 Much 13 Some 6 Little 0 None 0 Absent 0 Blank

23. How to handle the above problems.

1 Much 16 Some 6 Little 2 None 0 Absent 0 Blank

24. Hereditary and environmental influences affecting learning
of low income and minority students.

11 Much 8 Some 4 Little 0 None 2 Absent 0 Blank

25. How to deal with hereditary and environmental influences on
learning in the classroom.

3 Much 11 Some 4 Little 3 None 4 Absent 0 Blank

26. Relationship bdtween goals or objectives and remedial work
for low income and minority students.

9 Much 11 Some 4 Little 1 None 0 Absent 0 Blank

27. How to utilize goals or objectives in providing remedial
work for low income and minority students.

6 Much 12 Some 4 Little 3 None 0 Absent 0 Blank

%'1
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28., Value of formulating objectives in behavioral.terms for
low income and minority students.

9 Muph 11 Some 3 Little 1 None 1 Absent 0 Blank

29. How to write behavioral objectives.

9 Much 6 Some 5 Little 1 None 4 Absent 0 Blank

30. Value of the use of audio-visual aids with low income and
'minority students.'

7 Much 9 Some 2 Little 2 None 5 Absent 0 Blank

31: How to utilize audio- visual materials and equipment in the
classroom as an aid in teaching low income and minority
students.

5 Much 10 Some 3 Little 2 None 5 Absent 0 Blank
1F '

32. Knowledge of special programs for low income and minority
students at other junior colleges.

.6 Much 14 Some 2 Little 0 None 3 Absent 0 Blank
,

33. How to adopt some of the ideas implemented at
.

other schools
into your classroom and school.

5 Much 15 Some 3 Little 1 None 1 Absent 0 Blank

34. Knowledge of different teaching skills and techniques
useful in teaching low income and minority students.

6.Much 13 Some 4 Little 2 NOne ' 0 Absent 0 Blank

35. Putting into use various teaching skills and techniques in
teaching low income and minority students.

4 Much 14 Some 14 Li tie 2 None 1 Absent 0 Blank

U. Knowledge of interactio analysis and teacher evaluation.

4 Much 14 Some 4 tittle 0 None 3 Absent 0 Blank

37. ,How to evaluate yourself or fellow teachers using inter-
action

3 Much 12 Some 5 Little 0 None. 5 Absent 0 Blank

38. Knowledge of other federal programs aimed at helping
educators to better understand and help low income and
minority students.

1 Much 10 Some 6 Little 2 None 6 Absent 0 Blank -
.

39. How to utilize some ideas from other ederal programs in
your own work.

2 Much 10 Some 4 Little 2 None,' 7 Absent 0 Blank
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40. Knowledge of how to tarry on teacher training institutes.

5 Much' 11 Some Little 1 'Nonlb, 5 Abserft 0 Blank

41. _How can teache ...earn in institutes to help low income
and minor/ tudents.

`17 Muc 10 Some 4 Little 1 None 3 Absent 0 Blank

11

A questionnaire sent to 50 low income and' mino ity students
Of these teachers was returned by 37 of them. Two ut of three
knew of this institute, bqt most had learned about i through
students rattler than teachers.

Because no comlprahle',Oata was obtained from students whose
teachers were not in the itiptitute, results must be interpreted
with caution _about whether Student reactions were the outcome
of the insti,tute. However, student reactions to teacher., were
overwhelmingly pksitive. ,

. '
..

-.
'

The frequency distribution of student responses to seven
uestions about teachers' knowledge and understanding of students

are given below.
.

i 27 Seemed toklike me . _

17 Seemed not to like me .,

T Seemed neither to like por 'net to like me

24, Good understanding of by Articular problems of learning
I Poor understanding of my pqrticular problems of learning
I7tNeither poor nor good( understanding of my partidUlar

prokems.gf learning

28 Good attempts to meet my iearning'needs
s-5 Poor attempts to meet my learning needs
T Neither good not poor attempts toomeet my learning needs

16 Good understarlding of my family background
2 Poor understanding of my family background
IT Neither good nor poor understanding of my family background

27 Good attempt to help me get adjusted to college '

Y Poor attempt to help me get adjusted to college
W Neither good not poor attempt to help me get ntjusted to

college , -

24 Good attempt to help me work at my own speed
2 Poor attempt to help me work at my own speed

'11 Neither good nor poor attempt to help me work at my own speed

28 Good attempt to help me catch up on things I hadn't le.arned
before this year

2 Poor attempt to help me catch up on things I hadn't learned
before this year

7 "Neither g000k,nor poor attempt to help me catch up on things
I hadn't learned before this year.

8'
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APPENDIX A

BROCHURE

DELGADO COLLEGE, NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA

.Announces

"A Prototype Institute for Training Teachers

of

Minority and Low Income Students"

a

udder the direction of

3

Harris i. Gol&tdink(D.S.;71 ,

"'Consultant On ResearChland'Planning

Delgado College
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Based on a concentrated week-Iong.study
in AUgust, 1970, of needs of disadvan-
taged students by a group of faculty,
students and leaders from the community
who know the problems of the aisadvantaged,
this institute will provide part-time
training. from September, 1970 (one day
every two weeks) to June, 1971, for
selected junior college faculty, in
teaching disadvantaged (socio-econorOcally
Ifprived) students.

Cpnteht will be selebted jointly by faculty,
diskdvantaged students, and leaders from
sogio-economically deprived communities,
and then taught,by.instructors from
.leading 'universities.' It willanclude
knowledge otthe cultural, economic and
educational backgrounds of disadvantaged
students, how and when to provide remedial.
work, methoW of obtaining and developing'
instructional material, the use of
audio-visual aids, use of tutors and peer
teachers, and methods of individual and
grouplcourseling:

11..6.1110.0111
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Program begins August 3 - August 7, 1970
Full time daily sessions for this week.

Program continues -with two meetings per
N month, from September 1970 - May 1971

inclusive, of one day each with the day
of the week to be seledted'by participants.

Criteria for Admission:

Partj.cipation is limited to persons living
in the New. Orleans area (within commuting
distance 'f Delgado College) .who are teach-
ing, counseling or who haye other contact
with students from minority and low income
f miliea, students themselves, and pers6ns
o are representative of such families

ram the local community. .

In selecting dndividuals for partibipation,
and otherWise in the administration of
this program, Delgado College will no
discriminate on the grounds of race, color,
or national origin of any applicant or
participant.

\ Credit:

Participants many receive up to 6 hours of
credit, as eligible, upon application.

4
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Staff will be selected on the basis of
content decided on by participants during
the first week of the institute.

Stipends of $75 /week will be paid each
participant for the full time week in
August--No stipend will be paid for the
remainder of the institute.

There are nu funds for travel or parti-
cipants. No textbooks will be required.
No housing is available for participants.

7



- APPENDIX B

BIBLIOGRAPHY s

1. Ausubel, David P. "The Effects of Cultural Deprivation on
Learning Patterns." Audio-Visual Instruction, Jan..,
1965, pp. 10-12. .

The author believes that the culturally deprived child
has a distinctive learning pattern that is the result
of certain specific factors in his background. Adequate
instruction can help to stimulate the development of
those abilities in which he is weak.

2. Beckee, Howard S. "Social Class Variation and the Teacher-
Pupil Relationship." Journal of Educational Sociology,.
April, 1952, pp. 451 -465.

This article discusses three problems and how they
affect the teacher-student relationship--the problem of

. teaching, of discipline, and of mor4l acceptance.

3. Bennis, Warren G. "The Temporary Society." The .Journal of
Creat've Behavior. Fall, 1969, pp. 223-226.

A social psychologists' view of the way America' is
moving. The Temporary Society contains elements which
are both exciting and frightening.

4. Bloom, Benjamin S. "Learning for Mastery." (to be published
as a chapter in Bloom, Hastings, Madaus: Formative aria
Summative Evaluation of Student Learning, McGraw-H37177....
1972.'

In this paper, Bloom considers one approach to learning
for mastery and the underlying thuoretical concepts,
techniques, and research findingq required: He contends
that the basic problem in developing a strategy for
mastery learning is in determining individual differen-
ces in students which can be related to the teaching
and learning process.

5. Bloom, Benjamin. Taxonomy of Educational Objectives
Handbook I: Cognitive Domain. NesoYork: David McKay
Co., Inc., 1970.

Bloom discusses objectives that can be used for teaching
critical thinking, for designing teaching objectives, or
for any kind of problem-solving. The six objectives, or
steps, in order of ascending complexity are knowledge,
comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, and
evaluation.
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6. Burton, Jean L. "Intelligence and Intelligence Testing."
The Disadvantaged. 'Edited by John C. Gowan and George
Demon. Springfield, Illinois: C. C. Thomas Co., 1966.

The author discusses the two positions taken in, view of
intelligence tpsts and the culturally underprivileged,4 concluding that the tests can be valuable for providing
certain types. of information.

7. Cass, James. "Can the University Survive, the Black
Challenge?" .Saturday Review, June 21, 1969, pp. 68-71,
83-84.

This article traces the plight of blacks in higher
education from early integration efforts to the events
Yeading up to militant,damands for separatism. Vle

--Taili-dYgities are urged to heed the black challenge that
demands accomodation to the aspirations of minouity
groups whose members, in the past, have had only token
participation in the higher education enterprise.

8. Coleman, James, et al. Equality of Educational Opportunity.
U. S. Government Publication, 1966.

A controversial piece of research commissioned by the
Office of Education ,showing, among other things, that
difficulties in learning were related to being with
classmates who also had learning problems, and often
behavior problems as well. .

9. Cornish, Edward., "Future Shock." The Futurist, October,
19/0, pp. 175-180.

The book, Future Shock, By Alvin Toffler is reviewed.
'The main thesis is that more and more people are "'
suffering froM,the impact of too rapid social change.

10. "Facilitation LearApg Seen as Boon to Schools." Education
U.S.A., Decembefr, 1969, p. 81.

Carl Rogers urges raining of teachers to become
facilitators who c create a psychological climate in
which the student f els free to be curious and experi-
mental. This traini g is done through intensive group
experiences for the t achers.

11. Fantini, 4-o D., and Wein tein, Gerald. "Excerpts from
Towar- _ Contact Currlc lum" (Pamphket drawn from newbook,1:})Order rom Anti-Defamation League of nal B rat 315
LeXington Ave., NY, NY.

This pamphlet discusses ttle mportance of moving from
, established curricular approa hes that avoid contact

with the learner to those whi have better possibilities
of reaching especially the dis dvantaged student. .The
authors hypothesize that what m es the most contact is
whatever is most relevant, to the learner and which makes
a connection between the affectiv and cognitive aspects
of the learner.
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12. Goodlad, John I. "How Do We Learn?", Saturday Review,
June 21, 1969, pp. 74 -75, 85-86.

,Though there is indreased research into education and
he process of learning, such as,programmed learning,

direct study of teacher-pupil interaction, etc., the
major components of.a model of causal fpctors in the
leaping process and the relative contribution of the

..respective components is still unknown. The develop-
ment of An educational science, upon which action can
ba based and the effects of educational innovations can
bt predicted, must be based upon sound research.

.13. Greenbaum, Leonard. "Prejudice and Purpose in Compensatory
Programs." College Composition and Communication. XIX,
(Dec., 1968), pp. 305-311.

The author discusses discrimination as being a "white"
"problem and purports that trying to correct an imbalanc-
"ed racial ratio by starting Tempensatory programs is in
effect allowing prejudices to define programs and in
turn, allowing those programs to reinforce rejudices.

14. Dimes, Joseph F. "Some Work-Related Cultural Deprivations
of Lower Class Negro Youths." Journal of Marriage andO the Family. November, 1964, pp. A47-449.

The writer points out how the bwer class youth is dil-
advantaged with regard to 'work in that he has never had
relevant work models, doesn't understand the job situa-
tion and values` that go with 21t.

15. Hughsoh, Arthur. "The Case f or Intelligence Testing."
Disadvantaged Child. Edited by Joe Frost and Glenn
Hawkes. New York Houghton Mifflen Co., 1956.

The article argues for the dse of I.Q. Tests, especially
in measuring thelootential Of average and above average
students.

4

16. Irelan, Lola, M., ed. Low Income Life Styles. Washington,
D.C,, U. S. Dept. of HEW, Welfare Administration,
Diviiion of - Publication No: 14, 1966.

The report discusses three basic differences in the, life
style of the disadvantaged student fFom the middle class
student. One is his reference group, the second is the
symbolic value of possessions, and third is his symbolic
activities.

17. Katz, Irwin. "Academic Motivation and Equal Opportunity."
Harvard Educational Review XXXVIII, (Winter,1968)
pp. 57-65.

This article documentg by research that the lower class
child does not have realistic standards for self-.
evaluation or for self-approval. As he criticizes him-
self, his anxiety is reduced because he feels punished.
Because his anxiety' is' his motivation is also
reduced.
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18. Kuhn, James. W. "Would Horatio Alger Need a Degree?",
Saturday Review, DeceTnber 19, 1970, pp. 54-55, 64-66.

A startling article that discusses,studies by Ivar Berg
that examine the assumption that more schooling auto-
matically means better job performance. The evidence,
though too fragmented to be conclusive, points to the
concept that job performance and schooling,are, at best,
only loosely related.

19. Madsen, Charles M., Jr, ."An Analysis of the Reinforcing
Fduction of Sit Down Commands." Unpublished paper,
Florida State University.

.

This-etudy has to do with discipline in the,classroom
and hey a teacher becomes either too posit:..ve or too
negatiVe. He describes a method by which a teacher
(might be helped with hiS attitudes and style of teaching.

20. Mager, Robert F. Developing Attitude Toward Learnin .

Palo Alto, Cali ornia: earnon is ers, 68.

This book is about how to avoid teaching stUdents to
dislike and reject what you are teachiNg. ,It is about
the conditions that influence student attitude, how to
recognize it, and how to evaluate it.

21. Mager, Robert F. Preparing Instructional Oblectives, Palo
Alto, California: Fearnon PUblishers, 19b2.

This book makes the assumption that befote'you prepare
instruction, choose Materials, machine or method, you
must be able to state youegoals. Mager's purpose, is to
show teachers how to state objectives in the. way that
best communicates their intent to others.

22. Mager, Robert F. and Beach, Kenneth' M., Jr. Developing
Vocational Instruction. Palo Alto, Californip: Fearnon
PU5lishers, 1967.

This book, for vocational and technical instructors,
describes the steps involved in developing courses of
instruction that an be demonstrated to facilitate
learning.

23. Marsh, Georgia. "Junior Colleges and Negroes." Southern
Education Report, Sept. 1968, pp. 11-17.

This article surveys the lagging black enrollment in
desegregated Florida Junior Colleges. One of the few
with significant Increases in black enrollment is Miami-
Dade Junior College and the author discusses some of
the reasons, such as aggressive recruitment.
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24. Martin, John Henry. "Kaleidoscope For Learning." Satursday
Review, June /1, 11969, pp. 7607,. 86.

The disadvantaged learner is not being reached because
typical schools rely upon exploitation of motivations
and behaviors induced by middle class child-rearing
methods. Technology that is multi-sensory in its
capahilities and whose behaviot can be manipulated by
the learner allows the personalized learning necessary.

25. McCreary, Eugene. "Some Positive Characteristics of '

Disadvantaged Learners and Their Implications for
Education." The Disadvantaged Learner--Knowing, Under-
standing, Educating -- Edited by Staten N. Webster.
San Francisco Chandler Publishing Co., 1966.

.

The writer points out five, special skills, understand-
ings and appreciations often found in disadvantaged
learners7and which can be built upon. These are 1)
practical knowledge, 2) Experience i ife, 3f strong
in-group feeling, 4) self-reliance a d tonomy,
5) appreciation of the value of educ tion even if they
are not interested in sbhool.

26. Mead, Margaret. "Youth Revolt: The FuturV is Now."
Saturday Review, January 10, 1970, pp. 23-25, 113.

The author discusses the many rapid changes in.the world
community and the consequences. This new "prefigure-
tive" culture is one in which adults must learn from
the youth.

27. Moore, William, Jr. Against the Odds. San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1970.

This book is about the high-risk, junior college student
and his struggle against the oddsor the college
curriculum and teaching.
.

28. Moorman, Elliott Duane. "The Benefit of Anger." Saturday
Review, June'21, 1969, pp. 72-73, 84.

There is a dual goal for higher education and black
people--the usual educational function of creating a
restless, questioning and creative student, .and the
added dimension of providing for cultural identification
and pride. The.authof argues that black students have
proposed constructive alternatives and that the future
depends on the positive response of the academic
community.

29. Morison, Bradley G. "The Artist as Teacher." Saturday
Review, December 19, 1970, pp. 51-53, 63-66.

The thrust of current education, ofteg with federal
support is to'integrate the arts deeply into the curric-
ulum. Learning that simple exposure was not enough,
artists are increasingly being brought into the class-

. room, and with dramatic success.
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30. Powledge, Fred. To Change a Child: A Report on the Insti-
tute for Developmental Studies. Chicago: Quadrangle
Books, 1967.

Gains made by disadvantaged students because of enriched
classes may be lost if not continued through at least
the first three elementary years.

31. Baser, John. "Simulation and Society, An Exploration of
Scientific Gaming," Allyn and Bacon, 1569.

32. Reissman, Frank. "The Culture of the Underprivileged--A
New Look." The Disadvanta ed Learner--Knowing, Under-
standing, Educating. E ite y Staten N. Webster.
San Francisco: Chandler Publishing Co., 1966.

The author gives some of the positive and negative
traits (in terms of facilitating education) found in
the culture of the underprivileged.

33, Rosenthal, Robert and Jacobson, Lenore. Pygmalion in the
Classroom. New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Inc.,

The author, through research, shows the influence of
teacher attitude upon student performance. The student
often may fail because the teacher expects him to, not
because he can't learn.

34. Slater, Philip E. "Cultures in Collision." Psychology
Today, July, 1970, pp. 31-32, 66-68.

This very insightful article examines the issues in the
war between the youth of today and their elders--issues
varying from scarcity to love to taste to personal
daintiness.

35. Snyder, Benson R. "The Ecological Trap!" Technology
Review, January, 1971, pp. 31-37.

Students and the universities are confronted with rapid
change in the .technological environment. To meet the
ch'allenge, they must learn to be truly flexible, not
just adjustable.

36. Stodolsky, Susan S. and Lesser, Gerald. "Learning Patterns
in the Disadvantaged." Harvard Educational Review,
XXXVII (Fall, 1967), 546=W3.

The authors discuss the disadvantaged student and test-
ing and influences on learning such as environmental
press and teaching techniques. Based on their research,
they found that within ethnic groups, the pattern of
mental abilities was the same for middle and lower
.classes, but the former was higher on the same pattern.
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37. Yourman, Julius. "The Case Against Group I.Q. Testing in
Schools with Culturally Disadvantaged Pupils." Dis-
advantaged Child, Edited by Joe Frost and Glenn Hawkes.
New York: Houghton Mifflen Co., 1966.

The article argues that group I.Q. tests do not have
high predictive validity in measuring capacity to learn
in culturally disadvantaged students and that they
should be discohtinued.
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APPENDIX C

EVALUATION FORMS

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PARTICIPANTS
INSTITUTE FOR TEACHER TRAINING, DELGADO COLLEGE

AUGUST 1970-May 1971

Directions: You are being asked to complete the questions below
E7eveTEiate the institute you have just completed, so that your
responses may be used to plan better institutes in the future.
On the write-in questions, only one or two sentences are
expected, though you may write more if you wish. Please try to
give an answer to each question and do not leave any questions
blank.

1. What was the chief strength of this institute?

2. What was the chief weakness of the institute?

3. If you have a chance to plan the institute over, what is thy/
most important change you would suggest?

ti

4. What is the most important idea you learned from the
institute?

S. What was your most important contribution to the institute?

6. What can yoti bring from the institute to other teachers?

7. To what extent were your experiences at the institute such
that you would elect to attend other institutes at Delgado?

8. What changes would you recommend at Delgado as a result.of
the content of this institute?

On the scales below make a vertical line at the place that
best describes your reaction. You may mark on a number or
between them.

9. Extent of value; of the institute to you.

1 2 3 4 5 b 7 8/ 9 10

of almost of some of consider-t one of
no value value but able value , the best
a waste . more use- more useful uses of
of time less than than useless my4time.

useful

90
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10. Extent of knowledge gained of learning problems of low
income and minority students. . , -

(Note this is how much you learned, not how much you know)
4

11.

1 2

Learned
little
and that

-1P only about
A very few
problems'

3 4 5 6 7

learned
some
about
some
problems

Feelings about low

1 2 3

income

.8 9 10'

learned learned
some considernble
about many about alMost
problems ' all kinds of
or mua problems
about some
probldMs,

and minority students`.

4 5 6 7 9 10

I fsel
little
sympathy
for them

I fuel
some.
sympathy
for them

I feel
very
sympathetic
toward them

The following are subjects covered in the institute. Please
indicate the extent you learned about each from the
institute by putting a lbttez in the parentheses before the

N..statement.

Use M for much or a great deal
Use S fdr some
Use L for little
Use N for none
Use X before any the subjects

sessions you missed.

12. (

you th...nk werercovered in

What are the physical.disabilitied low income and
minority students bring to college and.lphe impacton
their education.

4 /

13. ( ) How to handle these physical and educational problems
of low income and minority students.

14. ( ) Problems in planning orientation ane introduction to
college life forlow income and minority students.

15. ( ) How to handle problems and h1 to plan orientation
for low income and minority udents.

16. ( ), Knowledge of low income and minority students:
problems with unequal opportunities and poor self
zoncept: 0

11.

17. ( ) How to handle. the above problems in junior college.
3

18. ( ) Kinds of educationally limiting student classroom
behavior.

19. ( ). How to handle student behavior nst condusie to
learning and how to let the low flcome and minority

rdent know what behavior.is.desirable.
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20. ( ) Meaning and use of ACT (American College Tests) and
other educational diagnosi's tests.

21. ( ) Use of tests by teachers to get educational
diagnoses.

.22. ( ) Typical low income and minority student lindtations
in skills and attitudes toward lezrning.

23. ( ) How to handle the above problems. 4

24. ; ) Hereditary and environmental influences affecting
learning of low income and minority students.

25. ( ) How to deal with hereditary and 'environmental
influences on learning in the classroom.

26. ( ) Relationship between goals or objectives and
. remedial work for low income and minority students.

27. ( ) How to utilize goals or objectives in providing
remedial work for low income and mincrity students.

28, ( ) Value of formulating obj4otives in behavioral terms
for low income and minority students.

29. ( ) How to write behavioral objectives.

10. ( ), Value of the use of'audio-visual aid ,with low
income and minority students.

31. ( ) How to utilize audio-visual materials and equipment
in the classroom as an aid in teaching low'income-

. and minority students.

32. ( ) Knowledge of- special program foratow income and
minority students at other junior colleges.

33. ( ) H w to adopt some.of the ideas irplemented at other
,,..r-.....tihools into your classroom and school-

34. :(1' ) Knowledge of different teaching skills and techniques
useful in teaching low income and minority students.

35. ,( ) Putting into use varioNteaching skillsownd
techniques useful in tea hing low income and Ainotity
students.

36:94"( ) Knowledge of interaction analysis and teacher
evaluation.

37. ( ) How to evaluate yourself or fellow teachers using
interaction analysis.

38. ( ) Knowledge of other federal progkams aimed at helping
educators to better understand and help lOw income,
and minority students.

. .

39,.. ( ) Hdw to utilize some ideas from otter federal programs
in your own work. ,

.

1-
4.14.P
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40. ( ) Knowledge of how to carry on teacher training
0 " , ,institutes_

-)
'

41. ( ) flow can teachers learn inainstitutes to help low
income and minority students.I

a

0

4

41C`

r

3
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR STUDENTS
INSTITUTE FOR TEACHER TRAINING, DELGADO COLLEGE

AUGUGT 1970 - MAY 1971

Directions: From'Auqust 1970 to May 1971, Delgado has had any
institute for training certain. of its teaches to better teach
and'hepstudents: Your help in answerinOthese questions will
help Delgado to evaluate the effectiveness of this institute
and to plan other institutes. For the fist three questions,
put a check in the box of the answer that fits you best.

S.

1.' you know this institute was going on?

Yes

....2. How did,you he9r abotit

A. Didn't know of it-.
B. Learned of it from a

..,Learded of it from a
D. --Don't remember how I

- -

3. Did you know, that

I

in this institute?

No

teacher.
student.
learned.

Yes' o , No

A . k.
Put a chedX in the blank before one of
each number you noted in this

,-----
4. A. Seemed to like me'

B. y--'Seemed not to like me
t. --seemed nether to like nor nob to like me

, ...

5. A. -Good understanding-of my particular prbbAems of--- g'.

learning t
.

B. Poor understanding of my,Rarticular problems of
_learning . . ,

,.

C. ___Neither'±pobr nor goodAdexstand4ing
,
of my,particular

.

.., problems of learning
.

,

..was participating

the statements for
year.

6. A.
B.
C.

7. A.
B.
.C.

8. A.
B.

C.

V

9. A. Good attempt
B. Poor attempt
C.' 'Neither good

--own speed

__Good Attempts to meet
_poor a tempts to meet
_Neither good nor poor

need

Good understanding of
.---Poor understanding of
'7Wither good nor poor
---background

Good attempt
Poor. attempt

_Neither good
I to collegg

my learning needs `4
my learning needs'
attemits to meet my learning

I
my family background
my family background
understandingolof my family

to help me get adjusted to college
to help:me get adjusted to college
nor poor. attempt to help me get adjusted

to help me work at my on speed
,to heltme work at my own speed
nor poor attempt to help me work

At,

at My
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10.- A. - Good attempt to help me catch up on things I hadn't
1 'learned before this year. ,

B. PoOr attempt to help me catch up on things I hadn't
--learned beftire this year. \.-

C. Neither good nor poor attempt to help me caatfi up
on things I hadn't learnedipefore this year.

...t.I.'

After you have COmPletedtth,is questionnaire, please return it
in the enclosed self-addressed envelope.

V

'4

UNIVERSITY OF CALIF.

LOS ANGELES
, .

OCT 2 4 1975

CLEARINGHOUSE FOR
IUNIOR4COLLEGES

Blanks iztsitem tree were filled in with tfie'name of
an institute participant. The question afire was then mailed to
students.

'9
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